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a b s t r a c t

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are a class of ubiquitous, persistent, and hazardous pollutants
that raise concerns for human health and the environment. Typically, PFAS removal from water relies on
adsorption techniques using conventional sorption materials like activated carbons (ACs) and ion ex-
change resins (IERs). However, there is a continuous search for more efficient and performing adsorbent
materials to better address the wide range of chemical structures of PFAS in the environment, to increase
their selectivity, and to achieve an overall high adsorption capacity and faster uptake kinetics. In this
context, results from the application of non-conventional sorption materials (i.e., readily available
biological-based materials like proteins and advanced materials like nanocomposites and cyclodextrins)
are reported and discussed in consideration of the following criteria: i) removal efficiency and kinetics of
legacy PFAS (e.g., PFOA, PFBA) as well as newly-introduced and emerging PFAS (e.g., GenX), ii) repre-
sentativity of environmental conditions in the experimental setup (e.g., use of environmentally relevant
experimental concentrations), iii) regenerability, reusability and applicability of the materials, and iv)
role of the material modifications on PFAS adsorption. From this review, it emerged that organic
frameworks, nano(ligno)cellulosic-based materials, and layered double hydroxides are among the most
promising materials herein investigated for PFAS adsorption, and it was also observed that the presence
of fluorine- and amine-moieties in the material structure improve both the selectivity and PFAS uptake.
However, the lack of data on their applicability in real environments and the costs involved means that
this research is still in its infancy and need further investigation.
© 2024 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/

4.0/).
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Acronyms
Material type Acronym Full name/general description

Bio-based materials
Proteins and

protein-rich
materials

Hemp protein Cannabis Sativa L. (hemp) protein

e Proteins

e Moringa oleifera seed powder enc

CA-SPI
CE-SPI

Electrospun cellulose acetate-base
Electrospun cellulose-based nanofi

Alginate- encapsulated
albumin

Alginate- encapsulated albumin

Polysaccharide-
based materials

Crosslinked chitosan beads Epichlorohydrin-crosslinked chito
Quaternized cotton Quaternized cotton obtained by q

e Aminated rice husk

PEI-f-CMC Poly(ethylenimine)-functionalized
RAPIMER Multifunctional lignocellulosic nan
PEI-BA, PEI-LF, PEI-PP Polyethilenimine (PEI)-grafted bal
PDA-CGF, PAN-CGF, pMPD-
CGF

Polydopamine (PDA), polyaniline
gigantea fibers (CGF)

QNC or QNC 12:1 Positively charged quaternized am
adsorbent prepared by the additio
mol of AGU (anhydroglucose unit)

QWP1.5 Quaternized wood pulp with a ch
Polyanilines and

polyacrylonitrile
ASFPAN10 Amidoxime surface-functionalized

Immersion in a 1 M NH2OH soluti
ES(PAN/Algae) Electrospun PAN/Algae bicompone
PANI
POT
POA

Polyaniline
Poly-o-toluidine
Poly-o-anisidine

PASNT Polyaniline emeraldine salt nanotu
PANI_PFA Paraformaldehyde-crosslinked pol

Advanced materials

Covalent organic
frameworks
(COFs)

28%[NH2]- COFs 28% amine-loaded covalent organ
Chitosan/FeCOF Chitosan-coated fluoro-functional
FSQ-1 Fluorinated squaramide-based CO
Cys-COF 2D- hollow Cys-COF nanospheres
COF1 and COF2 BT-BDB-COF (COF2), where BT¼ 1

1,3-dimethyl-1H- benzo[d]imidaz
b-CD-COFs b-Cyclodextrin covalent organic fr
CTF COF Covalent triazine-based framewor
COFeF1N5 COF with a given ratio of fluorinat

TFB þ 0.05 mmol BFT þ 0.25 mmo
((3,3,4,4,5,5,6,6,6-nonafluorohexyl
bipyridine]-1,10-diium chloride

Metal-organic
frameworks
(MOFs)

NU-1000 Zirconium-based metal�organic f
MIL-101 (Cr)
MIL-101 (Cr)eNH2

Cr-based MOF with terephthalic a
Cr-based MOF with 2-aminoterep

MOF-808 Zr-based MOF
PCN-222 Zirconium-metalloporphyrin base
DUT-5-2 Al-based MOF

Other organic
frameworks

SCU-8 Mesoporous cationic thorium-org
PAF-45 Porous aromatic framework

Cyclodextrin
polymers

CDP-1
CDP-2

Aminated (CDP-1) and amidated (
tripodal crosslinkers

DFB-CDP Decafluorobiphenyl- b-Cyclodextr
TFN-CDP b-Cyclodextrin Polymer Network
b-CD 6 b-CD polymer copolymerized with

Hydrogels Functionalized PEGDA Fluoridated and aminated hydroge
IF-20þ Ionic fluorogels with 20% (weight)
DMAPAA-Q Hydrogel (poly (N-[3-(dimethylam
CD66-0.2E/P Carbon dots (CD)- modified polye

(PPG)-based hydrogels (0.66 ¼ % w
PNIPAm Poly-N-isopropylacrylamide
FCH2 Fluorous-core nanoparticle-embed

Magnetic NPs-
based materials

2-MNPs @ FG Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) at
1/19-MF-VT Fluorinated vermiculite-based ads

NPs
Fe3O4@SiO2eNH2&F13 Silica membrane functionalized w

nanoparticle
Fe3O4-CDI-IL MNPs Multifunctional magnetic sorbent

polyurethanes)
P2-9þ@IONPs Fe3O4 NPs grafted with perfluorop

monomers (2-dimethylaminoethy
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Ref.

powder [1]
[2]

apsulated in alginate beads [3]

d nanofibrous membranes with soy protein coating (CA-SPI)
brous membranes with soy protein coating (CE-SPI)

[4]

[5]

san beads [6]
uaternization of [poly(2-dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate]-grafted cotton [7]

[8]

cellulose micro-crystals [9]
o-framework [10]
sa wood (BA), loofah (LF), and pomelo peel (PP) [11]
(PAN), and poly(m-phenylenediamine) (pMPD) e modified Calotropis [12]

monium functionalized nanocellulose or quaternized nanocellulose (QNC)
n of GTMAC (glycidyltrimethylammonium chloride) at the ratio of 12:1 mol/

[13]

arge density of 1.5 mmol eNR3
þ/g [14]

PAN nanofibrousmaterial (PAN¼ polyacrylonitrile), collected after a 10-min.
on at 70 �C

[15]

nt nanofibrous membrane [16]
[17]

bes [18]
yaniline [19]

ic framework [20]
ized covalent organic framework [21]
F [22]

[23]
,2,4,5-Benzenetetramine tetrahydrochloride; BDB¼ 4,7-bis(4-formylphenyl)-
ole-3-ium bromide

[24]

amework COF1, i.e. b-CD-TPA-COF, where TPA ¼ terephtalaldeyde [25]
k [26]
ed vs quaternary ammonium monomers obtained by reaction of 0.2 mmol of
l BAB, where: TFB ¼ 1,3,5-tris(p-formylphenyl)benzene; BFT ¼ 2,5-bis
) oxy) terephthalohydrazide; BAB ¼ 1,10-bis(4-amino- phenyl)-[4,40-

[27]

ramework (MOF) [28]
cid as a ligand
htalic acid as a ligand

[29]

[30]
d MOF (PCN ¼ porous coordination network) [31]

[32]
anic framework [33]

[34]
CDP-2) cyclodextrin Polymers with tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (TREN)-based [35]

in Polymer [36]
linked with tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile [37]
a methacrylate bearing a cationic functional group [38]
l sorbent (poly(ethylene glycol)) diacrylate) [39]
ammonium groups [40]
ino)propyl]acrylamide, methyl chloride quaternary) [41]
thylene glycol diglycidyl ether (PEG)/polypropylene glycol diglycidyl ether
eight of CD; 0.2 ¼ weight ratio of PEG vs PPG)

[42]

[43]
ded hydrogel [44]
tached to a fluorographene (FG) framework with a 3:5 ratio of MNP:FG [45]
orbent (F-VT) loaded with Fe3O4 nanoparticles (NPs) with a 1:19 ratio of F-VT: [46]

ith an amino group and octyl-perfluorinated chain on the periphery of Fe3O4 [47]

(Fe3O4 nanoparticles modified with b-cyclodextrin ionic liquid (b-CD-IL) [48]

olyether-containing polymers with a 2:9 degree of polymerization of the two
l acrylate and oligo(ethylene glycol)methyl ether acrylate)

[49]



(continued )

Material type Acronym Full name/general description Ref.

Zeolites e Zeolite-sodium silicate composite materials [50]

e All-silica Zeolite b [51]

CP811C unmodified b-Zeolite with a 300:1 SiO2:Al2O3 ratio [52]
CP811C CTAB-coated cetyltrimethylammonium bromide-coated CP118C
CP814E unmodified b-Zeolite with a 25:1 SiO2:Al2O3 ratio
CP814E PDADMAC-coated poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)-coated CP814E

e All-silica Zeolite b [53]

Layered double
hydroxides

CF-LDH Polyfluoroalkyl-modified layered double hydroxide [54]
HT-NO3

AHT-NO3

Nitrate-intercalated hydrotalcite as such (HT-NO3) and chemically treated with acetone (AHT-NO3) [55]

ZneAl LDH
MgeAl LDH

ZneAl and MgeAl layered double hydroxides [56]

YOHCl Ultrathin Y2(OH)4$86Cl1.44 � 1.07H2O nanosheets [57]
CHT Calcinated hydrotalcite [58]

Modified activated
carbons

PAMTAg and CAMTAg Physically activated maize tassel silver (PAMTAg) and chemically activated maize tassel silver (CAMTAg) [59]
PolyDADMAC-GAC Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) e functionalized GAC [60]
MIL-101(Cr)@AC AC coated with a metal organic framework (MIL-101 (Cr)) [29]
Fe3O4@GAC Fe3O4 nanoparticles loaded on a commercial granular activated carbon with a Fe2þ: Fe3þ ratio of 2:1 [61]
DeCACF Defunctionalised activated carbon felt [62]
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1. Introduction

PFAS are a class of highly fluorinated substances that emerged as
global contaminants in the last two decades and have been used in
many commercial and industrial products and applications, owing
to their oil and water repellence and thermal/chemical stability
[63,64]. These highly persistent, bioaccumulable, mobile, and toxic
[65e67] substances are ubiquitous in the environmental media
[68]. PFAS have been associated with relevant negative health ef-
fects on the biota, including humans, among which carcinogenicity,
hepatotoxicity, nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity, and developmental
effects [69e72]. PFAS can be classified according to their physico-
chemical characteristics, including the length of the alkyl chain,
functional group(s), fluorination level, and the presence of other
halogens or hydrogen atoms in the structure. The most widely
investigated PFAS are carboxylic (PFCA) and sulfonic (PFSA) acids
(characterized by a fully fluorinated alkyl chain), which are
considered long-chain when exhibiting a number of perfluorinated
carbons �7 and � 6, respectively [73]. Regulatory restrictions and
established thresholds mostly focus on this subset of PFAS, espe-
cially the more bioaccumulable long-chain PFAS [70]. Therefore,
short-chain PFCA and PFSA production has increased, and new
PFAS, like perfluoroether substances, have been introduced in the
market over time [74]. Other long-time used PFAS, including
zwitterionic, cationic, and non-ionic PFAS [75], were detected in the
environment only recently. Thus, novel and emerging PFAS are
present in the environment at increasing concentrations. Their
simultaneous removal has become an increasingly urgent need, as
exemplified by GenX. This increasingly detected [76,77] per-
fluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) substitute has been recently linked to
non-negligible toxic effects on the biota [78e80], and it has been
estimated that 4 times higher treatment costs are needed for its
removal (by means of traditional sorption materials) with respect
to PFOA [81].

The wide range of physical-chemical properties of environ-
mentally relevant PFAS makes a class-wise removal of PFAS from
solid and aqueous environmental matrices challenging. Many well-
established and newly developed removal/destructive technologies
and materials (e.g., catalysts, adsorbents) have been employed to
remove PFAS in the last 10e15 years [82]. Such physical-, chemical-,
and biological-based treatments can be categorized as non-
destructive or destructive (or a combination of these) and come
with different pros and cons in terms of removal effectiveness and
3

efficiency, field-applicability, costs, maturity (i.e., field-scale
implementation), environmental impacts [83e85]. In this context,
this review focuses on materials for PFAS sorption, a feasible,
widely used approach for their removal from water. In fact, inges-
tion of contaminated food and water represents a major pathway
for human exposure to PFAS. Natural, drinking, and wastewaters
worldwide are widely contaminated by PFAS in concentrations
typically ranging from some ng/L to a few mg/L [76]. Despite the
impressive performance of other separation-based membrane
technologies like reverse osmosis (see SI part 1), sorption is widely
applied in water treatment operations owing to fundamental ad-
vantages like straightforward design and operational procedures,
as well as lower costs [86]. Activated carbons (ACs) and ion ex-
change resins (IER) are by far the most used sorption materials for
wastewater and drinking water treatment and in the remediation
of contaminated sites because of their accessibility, maturity, and
capability to simultaneously remove multiple organic and inor-
ganic contaminants at ppm to ppt level. They can efficiently remove
long-chain legacy PFAS but proved less adequate for the adsorption
of the increasingly detected, more hydrophilic short-chain PFAS
[87e90]. To bypass this limitation, other adsorbents were investi-
gated to achieve a more effective removal of the overall set of PFAS
occurring in natural, drinking, and wastewater [83,91,92], including
both highly engineered and tailorable materials - such as covalent
organic frameworks or cyclodextrins- as well as natural, readily
available biomaterials - like crosslinked chitosan beads and
polysaccharide-based materials. The former include materials with
high abundance of active sites, extreme adjustability of pore di-
mensions and pore structure, or that show potential for alternative
ways of separation and regeneration. The latter can be broadly
grouped as materials that can be prepared from low-cost, abun-
dant, renewable, recyclable biological sources. Therefore, their ad-
vantages as alternative bio-based sorbents generally relies on
economic and environmental sustainability. Some of these mate-
rials have been modified at the surface and/or structural level to
provide more adsorbing sites and, ultimately, enhance the
adsorption performance [93,94]. The additional sorption sites
provide specific adsorbent-adsorbate interactions, such as elec-
trostatic attraction, fluorine-fluorine interaction, and ion-exchange,
while adjusting pore size also has an influence on the pollutant
diffusion, kinetic, uptake, and affinity. In addition, multi-
component materials have been produced to exploit the advan-
tages of the combination of different materials (e.g. high surface
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area, diamagnetic properties) [29,61].
However, evaluating the efficacy of sorption materials under

environmentally realistic conditions is important. Environmental
waters are multi-component systems containing a wide variety of
dissolved and suspended organic and inorganic components typi-
cally present in concentrations up to 8 orders of magnitude higher
than PFAS [84] that can diversely interact with both adsorbent and
adsorbate. The interaction between PFAS and an adsorbentmaterial
can be affected not only by the chemical-physical properties of the
adsorbate (e.g., functional group, chain length) and the material
(e.g., surface charge, hydrophobicity, pore shape/granule dimen-
sion) but also by the solution chemistry (e.g., occurrence of ions,
pH) [88,89,95e101]. For example, organic matter (OM, which en-
compasses both natural and artificial carbon-based substances) in
suspended and dissolved form can hinder the adsorption of PFAS by
competing for sorption and blocking the canals of porous materials
[102,103]. Nevertheless, OM as humic acid (HA) has also been found
to improve the adsorption of PFAS in gel-type resins due to the
induced expansion of the polymeric structure that allowed PFOA
and PFOS to reach previously inaccessible sorption sites [26]. A low
pH (i.e., higher protonation of certain functional groups on the
adsorbent surface) can enhance the adsorption process of nega-
tively charged PFAS via electrostatic interaction. Divalent cations in
solution can cause cation bridging between PFAS and the sorbent.
However, the subsequent possible decrease of the zeta potential of
a charged material can lead to the agglomeration and precipitation
of the material or reduce available ion-exchange sites.

Regenerability (i.e., re-use) and management of the spent
sorption materials represent another relevant aspect from both
environmental and economic standpoints [104,105], and it is
pivotal to evaluate the pilot- or full-scale applicability of a sorbent
and its competitivity with respect to commercial materials. The use
of solvents or other means of regeneration can nevertheless affect
the sorption process [86,106]: for example, solvent washing can
modify the adsorbent structure and, therefore, its adsorption
capacity.

2. Scope of the review, data collection, and relevant sorption
parameters

The purpose of this work is to critically review the performance
of sorption materials recently proposed for PFAS removal with
Table 1
Modified ACs used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc. (mg/L) PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity (mmol/g)

% rem

PAMTAg 2000 PFOS 0.01e0.1a 57c 79-81
PFOA 46c

CAMTAg PFOS 588c 81-83
PFOA 690c

polyDADMAC-GAC 6660 PFOA e 758c e

PFBA e 774c e

MIL-101 (Cr)@AC 100 PFOS 0.5e2a 51c 80.4
Fe3O4@ GAC 500 PFOA 200e450a 1431c

880d
80

DeCACF PFOA 193c

e PFBA e 24c e

PFOS 206c

b ¼ Kinetic model.
a Isotherm experiments.
c Qm (Langmuir).
d Qe (pseudo-second-order).
e Removal of 10 PFAS (C4eC10 PFCA, PFBS, PFHxS, PFOS).
f Decrease in adsorption capacity.
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respect to 1) the capability to remove PFAS (including short-chain
and novel PFAS), 2) the adsorption performance under environ-
mentally relevant conditions, 3) regenerability and reusability of
the adsorbing materials, 4) materials functionalities relevant to
improve the selectivity towards PFAS (vs. other organic molecules)
and/or towards short-chain PFAS over the long-chain ones. To this
end, a literature review on non-conventional materials used for
PFAS removal in batch experiments was carried out on the Scopus
database by opportunely combining the following keywords: PFAS,
perfluoroalkyl, short-chain, novel PFAS, sorption, adsorption,
removal, ion-exchange, polymeric materials, MOFs. As a result, 62
peer-reviewed papers, published between 2011 and 2023 were
selected. Among alternative carbon-based materials, biochars,
carbon nanotubes, and graphene oxides were not included in the
review as they have been exhaustively covered by other works
[86,107]. Only layered double hydroxides (hydrotalcites) were
considered as representative of clays-based adsorbents due to their
outstanding PFAS removal capacity compared to other unmodified
and modified materials of the same kind [108,109]. The sorption
performance of PFAS by hydrogel-based sorbents is also reviewed
for the first time.

Information collected for the evaluation of the adsorption per-
formance of ACs and IER (Tables S1eS2) and non-conventional
materials (Tables 1e10) includes: i) type of PFAS tested, ii) sorp-
tion efficiency, iii) tested initial concentrations (C0) of PFAS and of
the adsorbents, and iv) time required to reach adsorption equilib-
rium (eq. time). Sorption efficiency is commonly evaluated by
applying adsorption isotherm models and kinetic laws. The former
are used to describe the interaction between adsorbent and
adsorbate at equilibrium and at constant temperature [110,111]. The
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms are the most widely applied
models used to describe the adsorption of organic pollutants on
solid materials. Kinetic models to describe sorption kinetics are
usually modelled by means of pseudo-first and pseudo-second
order (PFO and PSO) rate laws [112]. Collectively, kinetic models
and isothermmodels can be used to derive the amount of adsorbed
substance at equilibrium (qe) and the maximum amount of
adsorbable substance (Qm). Additional information on kinetics,
isotherms, and derived parameters of the most used models are
available in the SI-part 1. Additional variables were considered for
the critical review of non-conventional materials, namely evalua-
tion of the influence of OM on adsorption, use of environmentally
oval Eq. time
(hours)

Recyclability Ref.

e e e [59]

e e

<96 Ultrasound sonication (900 kHz, 15.8 W), 3 cycles, 2e4%f [60]

2 50:50 EtOH:H2O (vol/vol), 4 cycles, 50%f [29]
29 NaOH solution and MeOH, 5 cycles, 12%f

Pure MeOH, 5 cycles, maintained 80%
[61]

e Desorption of PFOA and PFBA maintained >90% over 5 cycles [62]



Table 2
Proteins and protein-rich materials used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc. (mg/L) PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time
(hours)

Recyclability Ref.

Hemp (Cannabis sativa)
protein

Not disclosed C4eC8 PFCA,
C4eC8 PFSA

~0.2 (
P

PFAS) PFBS: ~80%
PFPeS: ~76%
PFHxS: ~85%
PFHpS: ~96%
PFOS: ~96%
PFPeA: ~92%
PFOA: ~86%

<3 e [1]

Proteins (BSA, casein, egg
white albumin,
lysozyme, and RNase A)

3.5e350 mM PFOA 0.001 BSA: 83e92%

Lysozime: 93% (UPW)

RNase A: 75% (UPW), 25e28% (TW- CW)
Albumin: 37e47% (in saltier/buffered solutions)

e e [2]

GenX 0.001 BSA (350 mM): 91% (UPW), 99% (TW), and 94%
(CW)

Lysozime: 96% (UPW)

RNase A: 69% (UPW), 53% (TW)

e e

PFBA 0.001 Lysozime: 78% (UPW), 64% (TW) e e

PFBS 0.001 BSA: 70% (UPW), 93% (at pH ¼ 8 and high
salinity), 75% (TW), 81% (CW)

Lysozime: 82% (UPW), 41e60% (CW, salt-free
buffer, OW), 78e80% in saline buffer.

e e

Alginate beads-
encapsulated Moringa
oleifera seed powder

1500 PFOS 0.1a

0.1e1b
0.09c

2d
e 30 min. 60%f [3]

PFBS 10%f

Alginate- encapsulated
albumin

500e1500 PFOS 0.1 6d 87% (after 72 h) <3 e [5]

CA-SPI 240g GenX 100 1000e 25% (pH ¼ 4),
90% (pH ¼ 6)

e e [4]

CE-SPI e 15% (pH ¼ 4),
69% (pH ¼ 6)

e e

a Kinetic experiments.
b Isotherm experiments.
c Qe (pseudo-second order).
d Qm (Langmuir).
e Experimental Qe; CW ¼ creek water; TW ¼ tap water; OW ¼ ocean water; UPW ¼ ultrapure water.
f After 24 h contact time.
g The material was used as a filter/adsorbent and 100 mL of a 100 mg/L GenX solution was passed through 24 mg of the material.
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relevant conditions, use of real environmental aqueous samples,
and recyclability of the adsorbent materials tested. Additional in-
formation on PFAS adsorption, experimental conditions, and results
of non-conventional materials are reported in SI-part 2. For a more
consistent comparison of the adsorption efficiency of different PFAS
among different materials, adsorption capacity is reported on a
mol/weight base.
3. Adsorbent materials

3.1. ACs and ion-exchange resins

The adsorption of PFAS employing ACs and IERs has been
extensively discussed in the literature [105,113]. Here, the most
relevant information is reported, and useful supplemental details
are available in section S1, Tables S1.1 and S1.2.

ACs are highly micro-/mesoporous materials available in both
granular (GAC) and powdered (PAC) form. According to the di-
mensions and porosity of the grains, they show different surface
areas and intraparticle diffusion kinetics. In detail, Qm reported for
PFOA, PFOS, PFBS, PFBA, and GenX adsorbed on ACs (Table S1) are
35e1050, 32e1428, 790, and 330 mmol/g respectively, where the
higher values refer to PAC. The latter usually show higher PFAS
5

removal [114e117] and faster equilibrium kinetics (indicatively
�24 h vs > 100 h) than GAC due to the smaller granule size, the
higher surface area, and faster intraparticle diffusion kinetics.
Because of the small granulometry, PAC is less frequently employed
in water treatment plants as i) it is more easily fouled by natural
organic matter (NOM, i.e., the fraction of OM found in natural en-
vironments primarily arising from the decomposition of animals
and plants) [37]. And ii) it implies a greater flow resistance in a
packed column to an equivalent volume of GAC. PFAS removal by
AC is reported to be mainly driven by hydrophobic interactions
[60]. In general, pore dimensions significantly affect the adsorption
process of PFAS on AC [118e120] and highly microporous AC can be
more easily blocked by NOM [120e122]. Nevertheless, the chem-
istry and dimensions of OM also plays an important role: low
molecular weight DOC seems to selectively adsorb on the micro-
porous fraction of ACs, competing with anionic PFAS. Differently,
adsorption of PFOA and PFOS on activated carbon felts (ACFs) did
not noticeably decrease in co-presence of 5mg/L of Suwannee River
NOM (which shows a relatively high molar weight of 24 kDa). This
result was attributed to a size exclusion effect by the microporous
materials [123].

Some recent works also underlined that the surface chemistry of
activated carbons (and, by extension, of carbon-based materials



Table 3
Polysaccharide-based materials used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc.
(mg/L)

PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity (mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time (hours) Recyclability Ref.

Crosslinked
chitosan beads

Not specified PFOS 165 5500a e 30e108 e [6]
1830b,j

Quaternized cotton 100 PFOA 190 3100i e 4 e [7]
PFOS 230 3300i 12

Aminated rice husk 100 PFBA 10 1700a e 3 e [8]
300c

PFOA 10 2488a 5
1260c

PFOS 10 2649a 9
1660c

PEI-f-CMC 20d

10e
PFOA 0.001d 6a ~87%d ~15e20 min The performance of

PEI-f-CMC was
maintained over eight
consecutive
adsorption/desorption
cycles to remove PFOA.

[9]
0.002e0.05e

25 22 additional PFAS 0.001 (each PFAS,
tested separately)

e C4eC6 PFCA/PFSA, 4:2
FTS, ADONA: <50%
C6eC7 PFSA, 6:2 FTS:
~60%
C8eC13 PFCA, C8eC10
PFSA, Fe53B, 8:2 FTS,
C9eC10 FOSAs: >90%l

2

RAPIMER 25d

20e
PFOA 100d

25e400e

0.001f

7735a

8522c
99%g

98.4%h
30 (Designed as self-

degrading material)
[10]

PFOS 5998a

8299c
100%g

99.2%h
45

PEI-BA 250d,e PFOA 50d

25e500e
675a

275c
e 4 50%/50% (v/v) H2O/

EtOH
PFOA only partially
desorbed, and the
removal efficiency of
PFOA decreased
by ~ 50% in 5 cycles

[11]

PEI-LF 609a

285c

PEI-PP 663a

180c

PDA-CGF 500d,e PFOA 50d

25e250e
501a

111c
e 3 5 cycles, MeOH

Re-sorption of PFOA on
the adsorbents
maintained at �80%
over 5 cycles

[12]

PAN-CGF 562a

152c

pMPD-CGF 552a

104c

PFBA 125b e

QNC 32d,e PFOA 5d

1-50 (PFOA, PFOS);
1e100 (PFBA); 1
e250 (PFBS)e

60 (for each PFAS,
in multi-PFAS
experiments)

978a

140
e ~2 k [13]

PFOS 1118a

375c
e 1 min

320d,e PFBA 565a

91c
e ~15 min

PFBS 1063a

74c
e ~15 min

QWP1.5 10d,e,m PFOS 375e4000e 1526 >95% (after 30 s), >95%
(after 60 min)m

8 k [14]

PFOA 380e3437e 1461 >80% (after 30 s), >80%
(after 60 min)m

24

PFBA e e ~13% (after 30 s), ~20%
(after 60 min)m

e

PFBS e e ~30% (after 30 s), ~40%
(after 60 min)m

e

GenX e e ~25% (after 30 s), ~30%
(after 60 min)m

e

6:2 FTS e e ~85% (after 30 s), ~90%
(after 60 min)m

e

a Qm (Langmuir).
b Experimental Qe.
c Qe (pseudo-second order).
d In kinetics experiments.
e In isotherm experiments.
f In continuous flow experiments.
g In PFOS þ PFOA flowing solution.
h In mixed pollutants solution.
i Experimental Qm.
j According to the double exponential model.
k Not designed to be reused.
l % removal of 21 additional PFAS from lake water.

m In adsorption experiments with a mixed PFAS (PFOS þ PFOA þ PFBS þ PFBAþ6:2 FTS þ GenX) solution (concentration of each PFAS ¼ ~2.5 mg/L).
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Table 4
Polyaniline -based and polyacrylonitriles materials used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc. (mg/L) PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time (hours) Recyclability Ref.

ASFPAN10 240 GenX 100 600b 35 not applicable e [15]
ES(PAN/

Algae)
240 GenX 100 ~900b 65e75 not applicable e [16]

PANI 10d,e,h PFHpA 0.05d (PFOA)
0.001e1e (PFOA)
0.005f

e ~80h e [17]
PFOA 99a

11c
~99h

PFNA e ~99h

PFBS e ~75h

PFHxS e ~99h

PFOS e ~99h

6:2 FTS e ~75h

POT PFHpA e ~99h MeOH þ 10 g/kg NaCl
>90% PFOA removed over 5
cycles
>93% of PFAS in the PFAS mix.
Desorbed except for PFBS

PFOA 120.75 a

12c
~99h

PFNA e ~99h

PFBS e ~99h

PFHxS e ~99h

PFOS e ~99h

6:2 FTS e ~99h

PASNT 200d,e PFOA 250d 3301a e 40 e [18]
PFOS 2657a 40

PANI 10d,e PFOAi 0.05d (PFOA)
0.001e1e (PFOA)
0.2 � 10�3 - 0.3e (multi-PFAS
solution)
0.001g (multi-PFAS solution)

99a

11c
5 MeOH with 1% NaCl, room

temperature, 6 h
At least 63% recovery of each
PFAS in desorption tests (multi-
PFAS solution)

[19]

PFHpA 4 91.2
PFOA 5 97.8
PFNA 9 99.9
PFBS 6 92.0
PFHxS 13 99.5
PFOS 15 100.0
6:2 FTS 17 93.9

PANI_PFA_2.4 PFOAi 197a

12c
5

PFHpA 3 74.6
PFOA 8 90.0
PFNA 12 97.8
PFBS e 54.2
PFHxS 10 53.7
PFOS 13 98.9
6:2 FTS 8 89.2

a Qm (Langmuir).
b Experimental Qm.
c Qe (pseudo-second order).
d In kinetics experiments.
e In isotherm experiments.
f Concentration of each PFAS in a multi-PFAS solution.
g In batch removal efficiency experiments.
h In multi-PFAS removal experiments.
i Only PFOA tested in both single-PFAS solution and as part of the multi-PFAS solution.
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obtained by chemical-thermal treatment) is of great importance for
the uptake of anionic PFAS [123].

As far as IERs are concerned, they show better overall results
than ACs [124,125], with yet great variability in sorption equilib-
rium time and efficiency depending on experimental conditions
[105] or the resins constituent material [126,127].

Compared to ACs, resins can be more easily regenerated and
reach equilibrium earlier [99]. However, IERs are less frequently
applied in full-scale plants than ACs, being more expensive by
weight and often having to be pre-treated [84,92]. Moreover, resins
and sorbents that mostly rely on ion-exchange as the main removal
mechanism are particularly affected by naturally occurring ions and
ionic substances that can both compete with PFAS for exchange
sites and/or promote salting-out effects [128e130], as opposed to
adsorbents that rely on hydrophobic interactions/hydrogen
bonding [98].

Breakthrough of the more hydrophilic, short-chain compounds
7

is reached sooner in continuous-flow systems [88,100,119,131]. This
necessitates the early replacement of the material and significantly
increases treatment costs [92,132]. However, the removal perfor-
mance of PFAS other than the legacy long-chain PFAA still needs to
be studied (Tables S1eS2). Moreover, ACs and IERs are hardly
assessed at environmentally relevant concentrations in batch ex-
periments (ng/L-mg/L range).
3.2. Alternative adsorption materials

3.2.1. Modified ACs
Owing to their limitations, ACs have been physically and

chemically modified to enhance PFAS uptake, with different but
relevant results (Table 1). Physically- and chemically-modified
nanocomposite ACs (PAMTAg and CAMTAg) showed relevant
adsorption capacity of PFOA and PFOS, especially as regards CAM-
TAg (690 mmol/g and 588 mmol/g, respectively) and impressive



Table 5
COFs and MOFs used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc. (mg/L) PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time (hours) Recyclability Ref.

28% [NH2]- COF 0.2e100a

10c,f
GenX 10a

0.2e100c
605.95d

636.25g
~90% (GenX)
>90% (12 PFAS)
and 63% (PFBA)f

1e30 min. e [20]

Covalent
triazine-
based COF

250a,c PFOA 4- 259a and 0.006e0.015a 650d e e Desorption
medium ¼ 50:50 (v/v)
EtOH/H2O
4 cycles
Adsorption of PFOA and
PFOS remained quite
constant (~70%), as for
desorption (~95% for
PFOS, ~90% for PFOA)

[26]
PFOS 60-415a and 0.006e0.015a 1330d

PFHxA 7e217a 1200d

PFHxS 19e180a 560d

PFBA 7e204a 430d

PFBS 6e247 470d

Chitosan/F
eCOF

1e100a

0.2c

100h,j

PFOS 100a

1e1000c
198.35g

16610d
~100% UPW
~97% LW
~95% SW

4 e [21]

PFOA 209.63g

14918d
~100% UPW
~90% LW
~88 SW

GenX 237.12g

13263d
~100% UPW
~90% LW
~92% SW

FSQ-1 1000a

100f
PFOS 1e250a

0.001f
709.82e

749.81d
85% (in
>15 min)f

15 min. e [22]

PFOA 876.66e

893.57d

GenX 999.82e

1033.15d

Fe53B 590.53e

597.54d

6:2 FTAB 573.31e

592.60d

Hollow Cys-
COF
nanospheres

100a

1000c

10j

50f

PFOS 1e350a

1000c
1159.70d

197.31e
>95% (PFOS,
PFOA, PFOPA)
95e100% for 20
PFAS, and 80
e90% for PFBS
and PFBAf

5 min. 3 cycles, ~5% decrease
in the uptake of 22 PFAS

[23]

PFOA 1393.48d

232.59e

PFOPA 1065.12d

205.32e

PFBS 1182.94d

PFBA 1149.32d

b-CD-TPA-COF
(COF1)

250 PFBS 0.1 mmol/Lc

0.05e0.65 mmol/La
330d ~40% 2 min. MeOH, 4 cycles, 4%

uptake reduction of
PFOS

[25]
PFHxS 550d ~60%
PFOS 1510d >95%
Fe53B 1900d ~95%

BT-BDB-COF
(COF2)

50a,c GenX 24.95c

16.50e198.03a
1260e

2060d
80% (in 6 h)c <12 70% MeOH and 1% NaCl,

4 cycles, 8% and 14%
lower uptake of GenX
and HFPO-TA,
respectively

[24]

HFPO-
TA

37.51c

24.81e297.66a
1550e

2160d
92% (in 6h),
100% (within
12 h)c

<12

COFeF1N5 250a,c PFOS 50c

50j

10e40a

879.8d

298.3e
78%j 6 h Spent COFs were

regenerated via 70%
MeOH- 1% NaCl
Over 4 cycles, PFOS and
PFHxS adsorption
decreased by ~10% and
~16%, respectively, and
desorption of both
compounds was
maintained at ~90%

[27]

PFHxS 40c

40j

8e32a

300.2d

228.8e
60%j 6 h

PFHxA 31.4j e 50%j e

PFBS 30j e 55%j e

GenX 33j e 45%j e

Fe53B 53j e 80%j e

NU-1000 200g,f TFA 100 1760g e 1 min 30:70 (v/v) of a 0.1 M
HCl:MeOH solution, 5
cycles, no appreciable
decrease in PFBS
removal

[28]
PFBA 1280g

2125d
85%f 10 min

PFPeA 1300g 97%f 1 min
PFHpA 1160g 99%f 1 min
PFOA 1220g 99%f 1 min
PFDA 1170g 99%f 1 min
PFBS 1350g 99%f 1 min
PFHxS 1370g 99%f 1 min
PFOS 1240g 99%f 1 min

SCU-8 5000c PFOS 89.56d >95%c 10 min Desorb.
Medium ¼ mixed salts
solution. 43% PFOS
desorbed (1st cycle),

[33]
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Table 5 (continued )

Material Mat. Conc. (mg/L) PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time (hours) Recyclability Ref.

sorption rate ~44% (2nd
to 4th cycle)

PCN-222 75a,c PFOS 50e500a

500c
4058.94d

4512.83e
30 min. e [31]

MOF-808 75a,c PFOS 50e500a

500c
1878d

1666e
30 min. e [30]

MIL-101 (Cr) 100a PFOS 0.5e2a 20.30d 71.19%a 15 min 1:1 (v/v) EtOH:H2O, 4
cycles, 60% reduction of
PFOS uptake

[29]

MIL-101 (Cr)
eNH2

PFOS 0.5e2a 5.66d 20.52%a 30 min e

DUT-5-2 200a,c,i PFOS 30 mg/Lc

10e140 mg/La
2029.47d

294.92e
96.6 (pH ¼ 3)

<60% (pH ¼ 7)

~10 h 30 mL MeOH (once)
and ultrapure water (3
times), 4 cycles
After 4 cycles, the ads.
The efficiency of PFOS
and PFOA was ~10%
lower, and the
regeneration efficiency
~92%

[32]

PFOA 1144.01d

218.32e
60 (pH ¼ 3)

<30% (pH ¼ 7)

PAF-45 12.5a,c,i PFOS 100c

50e200a
10190e

11692d
~60%i 30 min NaOH

(0.5 M) þ acetone (90/
10 v:v), 6 cycles, no loss
in adsorption capacity

[34]

b ¼ Equilibrium concentration.
a In isotherm experiments.
c In kinetics experiments.
d Qm (Langmuir model).
e Qe (pseudo-second-order).
f Adsorption experiments carried out with a multi-PFAS solution.
g Experimental Qe.
h In experiments with LW, SW.
i Equilibrium sorption experiments.
j In single-PFAS adsorption experiments, UPW ¼ ultrapure water; LW ¼ lake water; SW ¼ sewage water.

Table 6
b-Cyclodextrins polymers used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc.
(mg/L)

PFAS C0 PFAS
(mg/L)

Adsorption
capacity (mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time
(hours)

Recyclability Ref.

DFB-
CDP

400c

100d
PFOA 0.001 82.11a 96%c 13 4 cycles,

MeOH,
10 min.

[36]

TFN-
CDP

10 C4e C10 PFCA, PFBS,
PFHXS, PFOS, GenX

0.001 e C6eC10 PFCA, C4eC8 MPFSA: >95%f

PFBA >80%f

GenX: ~90%f

9g e [37]

CDP-1 400 (GenX)c

100 (GenX,
PFOA)d

10e

PFOA 10e200d 1316.69b 10 min
(GenX)

e [35]
GenX 0.2

1e200d
672.60b 98%c

PFBA
GenX
Other PFAA

0.001e 40%e

65%e

>95%e

CDP-2 GenX 0.2 98% 24 (GenX)
GenX, PFBA
PFHxA, PFHpA, PFOA
Other PFAA

0.001 <5%e

15e43%e

53e75%e

b-CD “6 10 C4eC10 PFCA 0.001 >99% for all PFAS in NP
>90% for PFHpA, PFOA, PFNA, PFDA; ~85% for PFHxA;
70% for PFHxA; 20% for PFBA

<4h for all
PFAS

e [38]

a Experimental Qe.
b Qm (Langmuir model).
c In kinetics experiments.
d In isotherm experiments.
e In multi-PFAS removal experiments.
f After 10 min.
g (for a PFOS þ PFOA mixture at 1 mg/L for each PFAS); f ¼ in nanopure water: g ¼ in a 1 mM Na2SO4 solution.
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Table 7
Hydrogels used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat.
Conc.
(mg/L)

PFAS C0 PFAS
(mg/L)

Adsorption
capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time
(hours)

Recyclability Ref.

Bifunct. PEGDA 500 PFOA 103.6 110.6a 100 e 70% MeOH with 1% NaCl
desorption of PFOA, PFOS, PFBA, and
PFBS from both sorbents: >90%;
~84 and 70% GenX released from
monofunct. And bifunct. Sorbent,
respectively)

[39]
PFOS 33.3 30.4a 91
PFBA 106.3 158a 60
PFBS 111.5 168.9a 96
GenX 63.8 98.7a 95

Monofunct. PEGDA PFOA 103.6 109.9a 100
PFOS 33.3 30.4a 91
PFBA 106.3 199.5a 78
PFBS 111.5 190.6a 100
GenX 63.8 86.7a 95

DMAPAA-Q 70 C4eC8 PFCA,
C4eC8 PFSA,
GenX, ADONA,
Fe53B

0.001d e C4eC8 PFSA: 85e100%;

C4eC8 PFCA: ~ BTWN 75e85%;
GenX, ADONA, Fe53B: ~75e100%;
X:2 FTS (X ¼ 4,6,8):
~85e95% ⸋⸋

<2 Conditions: 0.5 g/L material, 10 mg/L
of PFAS (GenX þ PFBA þ PFOA)
solution, 6 h.
Desorb. Solution: 50 mL of NaCl/
MeOH

>95% desorption of GenX, PFBA, and
PFOA over 6 cycles

[41]

IF-20þ 100 PFOA, PFHxA,
GenXc

GenXd,e

Real matrix tests:
21 legacy and
emerging PFAS

0.05g

0.001 and
0.2 mg/Ld

0.2e50 mg/
Le

0.001 mg/Lf

801b

(GenX)
PFHxA, GenX: ~80%; PFOA: ~100% (in
NOM-spiked and

P
3PFAS-spiked

simulated natural water)c

C5eC10 PFCA, C4eC6eC8 PFSA, GenX:
>95%; PFBA ~50% (2 h)p

~100%,
30 s
(GenX)l

94%,
�30 min
(GenX)o

Washing solution: 400 mM MeOH/
NH4CH3CO2, 2 min

Removal efficiency of GenX (>90%)
and regen. Of IF-20þ were
maintained for at least 5 cycles ⸋

[40]

carbon-dot (CD)
hydrogelCD66-
0.2E/P

25f

(PFOS)
50e

100d

PFOS 50d

6e460e

20h

0.52 � 10-3i

7134.15b

939.76n
~20 hd

30 minm

Removal of PFOS (>90%) was
maintained over 5 cycles (desorption
solvent: MeOH).

[42]

PFBS 2000b

PFHxS >3800b

FCH2 (fluorous-core
nanoparticle-
embedded
hydrogel)

1.8 PFOA 10

0.001e1

5.97
(pH ¼ 3.5)

8.60
(pH ¼ 10.5)

~6.6 ◊

>99% ◊◊ ~2 h acetone/H2O/2-methyl-
tetrahydrofuran;
initial ads. Capacity of PFOA
maintained over 5 cycles

[44]

1.8 PFNA, PFOA, PFOS-
NH4, PFOSAmS,
PFOSNOo

0.001 e >98.9 % (each PFAS) e e

PNIPA and PNIPAm-
functionalized
PVDF membranes

4000d PFOA 1000 mg/Ld e 15 Desorption of PFOA via temperature
swing
5 cycles

~60% of PFOA desorbed after the 1st
cycle, then constant desorption over
other 4 cycles

[43]

⸋ ¼ In near-saturation conditions IF-20þwas suitable for at least a second cycle; ⸋ ¼ % removal of PFAS from DI and lake water. % removal from treatedWWwas 10e20% lower
than that of surface waters.
◊ ¼ in the presence of decanoic acid (20 mg/L) or of inorganic salts (100 mg/L).
◊◊ ¼ both in solutions with varying conc. Of PFOA and in solutions with PFOA (1 mg/L) þ decanoic acid (20 mg/L) þ inorganic salts (100 mg/L).

a Experimental Qe.
b Qm (Langmuir).
c Initial PFAS removal efficiency experiments.
d In kinetic experiments.
e In isotherm experiments.
f Batch adsorption tests in environmental water sample.
g PFAS removal efficiency experiments.
h Experiments on the competition with other hydrocarbons (binary aqueous solutions).
i PFOS adsorption in wastewater.

m In simulated environmental water.
n Qe pseudo-second order.
l Kinetics experiments, high PFAS concentration.
o Kinetics experiments, low PFAS concentration.
p Removal of 21 PFAS including PFHxA, GenX, PFBS, in real matrix tests.
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Table 8
Magnetic NPs-based materials used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc. (mg/L) PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Adsorption
capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time
(hours)

Regeneration Ref.

Fe3O4@SiO2

eNH2&F13
2500c,d,j PFHxS 10-1000c,i

200 and 9000d,j

5 � 10�7 e 5 � 10�5k

32.87a

7.3b
63-72h,j 5 min 5 cycles, separation by external

magnetic field, washed thrice
with NH3:MeOH and H2O:EtOH
The removal efficiency of each
PFAS and of

P
9PFAS was

reduced by 5% over 5 cycles

[47]

PFOS 139a

19.63b
86-101h,j

PFHpA 64.91a

10.63b
64-75h,j

PFOA 330.98a

15.38b
84-91h,j

PFNA 829.58a

19.91b
83-99h,j

PFDA 1453.72a

21.16b
79-87h,j

1/19-MF-VT PFOS 25d

22.5e
2253.41a

676.82b
98%l ~4 MeOH

Adsorption efficiency
maintained over 5 cycles

[46]

20e250 PFBS 873.04a

PFBA 775.56a

PFOA 1644.65a

Fe3O4-CDI-IL MNPs 25-800c,g

200d
PFOS 0.05d

0.04e1c
16.17a 93e96g 4 10 cycles, no loss of removal

efficiency
Conditions:
[PFOA] ¼ [PFOS] ¼ 200 mg/L,
[Cr(VI)] ¼ 1000 mg/L, [Fe3O4-
CDI-IL MNPs] ¼ 3 g/L,
desorption medium ¼ 0.2 M
NaOH þ 0.5 M NaCl solution

[48]
PFOA 7.5a 99g 6

2-MNPs @ FG 250c

400d
PFOA 0.18h2 121.72a 92e95d 2 min 5 cycles, sonication, MeOH,

30 min, negligible effects on the
adsorption of PFOA and PFOS

[45]
0.5e40h1

PFOS 0.18h2 34.39a 94e97d 2 min
0.5e40h1

P2-9þ@IONPs 100c,d

500j
PFBA 0.1j e 84%j

40% ◊◊
e Conditions: conc.

GenX ¼ 10 mg/L, conc. P2-
9þ@IONPs ¼ 1 g/L, 10 min
Duration. Desorbing medium:
400 mM methanolic
ammonium acetate
>99% (>9.9 mg/g) adsorption of
GenX, as well as its complete
desorption was maintained
over 4 cycles

[49]

PFPeA 0.1j e 97.3%j

>75%◊◊
e

PFHxA 0.1j e >99.5%j >95%◊◊ e

PFHpA 0.1j e >99.5%j >95%◊◊ e

PFOA 0.1j e >99.5%j

>98%◊◊
e

PFNA 0.1j e >99.5%j

>98%◊◊
e

PFDA 0.1j e >99.5%j

>98%◊◊
e

PFBS 0.1j e >99.5%j >95%◊◊ e

PFHxS 0.1j e >99.5%j

>98%◊◊
e

PFOS 0.1j e >99.5%j >98%◊◊ e

GenX 0.1j

100d

0.1e50c

663.52a

605.95f
>99.5%j >95%◊◊ 3 min

a Qm (Langmuir).
b Qe (pseudo-second-order).
c Isotherm experiments.
d Kinetics experiments.
e Removal of PFOS from AFFF wastewater.
f Experimental Qe.
g In batch sorption experiments.
h The removal range is based on results of PFAS removal at three different concentrations (0.5, 5, and 50 ng/L).
i Single PFAS conc.
j In multi- PFAS solution.
k Experiments in river water spiked with multi-PFAS solution.
l In AFFF WW (aqueous film-forming foam wastewater).
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removal kinetics (1min-2 hours) in comparison with commercial
ACs (up to approx. ~160 h) owing to the small dimensions of par-
ticles [59]. However, aggregation of the nanocomposites (C0 ¼ 2 g/
L) was probably the cause of the limited uptake of CAMTAg. The
surface chemistry of ACs was also modified by introducing amine
and quaternary ammonium functionalities that greatly increased
11
electrostatic interactions and ion-exchange sites, respectively
[60,133,134]. Both functionalities significantly increased the
adsorption uptake of selected PFAS, as highlighted for other types of
materials [40,93]. Coating the sorbents with molecularly imprinted
polymers significantly improved carbonaceous adsorbents' selec-
tivity and uptake kinetics towards PFOS [135]. The adsorption



Table 9
Zeolites used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat. Conc.
(mg/L)

PFAS C0 PFAS (mg/L) Ads. Capacity
(mmol/g)

%
removal

Eq. time
(hours)

Recyclability Ref.

All-silica zeolite b 1000 PFOA 0.1e500a ~850d e ~24 Thermal regeneration (PFOA): 360 �C, 1 cycle,
complete removal

[51]
PFOS 0.1e250a,g ~450d ~24

b-zeolite CP811C 1000a PFOA 5e500a

100c
222c

439b
e <1 e [52]

PFBA 36c

130b

CTAB-coated CP811C PFOA 166c

PFBA 41c

b-zeolite CP814E PFOA 140c

PFBA 28c

PDADMAC-coated
CP814E

PFOA 128c

PFBA 50c

zeolite� sodium silicate
composite

1000 PFBA 1 mg/L for each PFAS in
mixture solutions

<20%f Not
applicableh

e [50]
PFBS 30%f

PFPeA ~70%f

PFHxS 40%f

PFDA 30%f

PFOSA 100%f

PFPeS 100%f

4:2
FTS

100%f

All-silica zeolite b 1000a PFBA 0.1e500a 120e Thermal reg. (PFOS): (550 �C), 3 cycles.
Solvent reg. (PFOS): 1 cycle, complete
regenerationi

[53]
PFHxA 650e

PFOA 870e

PFDA 750e

a Isotherm experiments.
b Qm (Langmuir model).
c Qe (pseudo-second-order).
d Experimental Qm.
e Freundlich model.
f In adsorption experiments carried out in WWTP effluent with 53 PPCPs (pharmaceuticals and personal care products) and 8 PFAS (simultaneous occurrence).
g a different concentration range was used in isotherm experiments with PFOS to avoid micellation
h Continuous flow setup.
i Through octane, MeOH þ octane, trifluoroethanol þ octane.

Table 10
Clay-based materials used for PFAS sorption and relevant parameters investigated.

Material Mat.
Conc.
(mg/L)

PFAS C0

PFAS
(mg/L)

Ads.
Capacity
(mmol/g)

% removal Eq. time
(hours)

Recyclability Ref.

ZneAl LDH 250 c, d PFOA f

PFBA, PFHpA,
PFOA, PFNA,
PFDoA g

10 d

10
e300 c

1510 a

90 b
98% at equil. 1e2 h 3 cycles

Conditions: pH ¼ 6, [PFOA] ¼ 10 mg/L, [ZneAl LDH] ¼ 250 mg/L, 24 h,
solvent washing (MeOH)
>98% PFOA removal in all 3 cycles

[56]

MgeAl LDH 1420 a

60 b
66% at equil. 8 h

CHT 150 c, d PFOS 50
e500 c

200 d

30 min. Calcination (450 �C) allowed full regeneration of the material [58]

YOHCl 250 c, d PFOA 20 d

10
e600 c

0.5 e

2311 a

185 b
97.1% h

>91% at lower
PFOA conc.
(0.5 mg/L) h

8h Conditions: pH ¼ 7, [PFOA] ¼ 20 mg/L, [YOHCl] ¼ 250 mg/L, 24 h solvent
washing (MeOH þ 1 M NaCl, vol:vol ¼ 1:1)
4 cycles
Removal efficiency >80.2% after 4 (down from ~98% in the 1st cycle)

[57]

LDH-CF 250 c

1000 d
PFOA 0.5

e350 c

0.5 d

3220 a 100% f 5 min 3 cycles
Conditions: pH ¼ 6, adsorbent conc. ¼ 1 g/L, PFOA conc.¼ 500 mg/L, 48 h,
regeneration solvent ¼ 50%:50% H2O:MeOH added with 1% wt. NaCl
LDH-CH and LDH-CF removed ~100% PFOA, while removal by
unmodified LDH decreased from approx. 96% (1st cycle) to approx. 86%
(3rd cycle)

[54]
LDH-CH 2420 a 100% f 30 min
unmodified

ZneAl
LDH

1150 a approx. 95% f 2h

HT-NO3 250 c, d PFOA 2100 a 96.4% d 40 min e [55]
PFOS 3219 a 100% d 5 min

AHT-NO3 PFOA 2195 a 45.5% d 80 min
PFOS 3215 a 85.8% d 20 min

a Qm Langmuir.
b Qe pseudo-second-order.
c Isotherm experiments.
d Kinetics experiments.
e Separate set of low-concentration experiments.
f Isotherm and kinetic experiments.
g Batch removal experiments of single-solute solutions.
h After 8h
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capacity towards PFBA and PFBS in a mixed PFAS system increased
because of the introduction of quaternary ammonium groups on
the GAC via surface modification with poly dia-
llydimethylammonium chloride (polyDADMAC). However, it
decreased with an excessive polymer addition because of inner
pore blockage induced by the functionalities [60]. A Fe3O4
nanoparticles-GAC composite material showed faster equilibrium
kinetics (29 h vs > 75 h), equilibrium uptake (880 mmol/g vs
778 mmol/g), and maximum adsorption capacity (1431 mmol/g vs
1110 mmol/g) of PFOA with respect to unmodified GAC. This was
attributed to the shifting of the majority of active sites involved in
the adsorption from the inner pores of the material to its surface
after the functionalization [61]. A MOF-functionalized GAC (MIL-
101 (Cr)@AC) also showed faster uptake kinetics (2 vs 3 h) and
similar but lower maximum PFOS removal (85% vs 92%) with
respect to the non-functionalized AC [29]. The authors proposed
that either or both the i) reduction of AC pore size following surface
modification and the ii) increased hydrophilicity of the MIL-
functionalized GAC (hence the hindrance of hydrophobic in-
teractions between PFOS and GAC) caused the lower removal of
PFOS by the functionalized GAC.

Other works highlighted that the defunctionalisation of a
carbonaceous surface is another promising path to tailor it for PFAS
sorption. Some authors found that the best among different acti-
vated carbon felts (ACFs) that were used to sorb PFOS and PFOA
showed high anion exchange capacity (AEC) and low oxygen con-
tent [123]. Building on those findings, a commercial ACF (CACF) was
thermally treated with H2 (900 �C) to i) reduce the density of
repulsive anionic sites and ii) enhance the number of charge-
balancing cationic surface sites, facilitating the adsorption of per-
fluoroalkyl acids (PFAA) anions while preserving the predomi-
nantly non-polar nature of the carbon surface [62]. The treatment
allowed for removing acidic oxygen-containing groups and
increasing the p-electron-based basicity, obtaining defunctional-
ized CACF (DeCACF). CACF was also functionalized with ethyl-
enediamine (aminofunctionalization) for comparison (CACFNH2).
DeCACF turned out as the best of the three adsorbents, showing a
40-fold, 23-fold, and 20-fold higher Qm for PFOA, PFOS and PFBA,
respectively, with respect to CACF. This trend was reflected in a 1 to
3 order of magnitude higher adsorption affinity for the analytes.
Not only did CACFNH2 not match DeCACF in terms of increased
sorption affinity and efficiency, but because of the sole increase of
net positive surface charge (higher AEC than CACF), a significant
competition between NOM and PFAS occurred. Carbonaceous sor-
bents obtained via thermal methods usually show heterogeneous
surficial chemistry, and the work by Saeidi et al. highlights the
importance of taking this aspect into account when developing a
tailoring strategy for the sorption of PFAS. The high affinity of
DeCACF for PFOS and PFOA (KL in the range of 107 L/kg) is the result
of the combination of surface modifications leading to i) low sur-
face polarity due to decreased oxygen content, ii) a low density of
acidic sites (corresponding to a diminished electrostatic repulsion),
while maintaining at the same time iii) a sufficient density of
charge-balancing cationic sites for organic anions.
3.2.2. Bio-based polymeric and non-polymeric materials
Bio-based adsorbents (bioadsorbents) include natural materials

(such as plant-derived parts) that have been used as such or that
have been modified by biological, physical, or chemical processes
(or a combination thereof). These sustainable materials are widely
available and generally low-cost, and they are often obtained from
recycled agricultural or industrial waste.
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3.2.2.1. Proteins and protein-rich materials. Due to inherent surface
functionality, rigidity, and high specific surface area, proteins are
increasingly studied for water remediation [136]. Proteins could be
produced in relevant quantities and at very low price starting from
highly proteinic biowaste deriving from sectors like agriculture and
food industry [2,137]. Proteins and protein-richmaterials have been
recently tested for removing PFAS from deionized water (DI water)
and natural waters (Table 2). Proteins are known to bind PFAS
thanks to the presence of differently charged and uncharged ter-
minal groups that allow both physi- and chemisorption [1]. It was
found that protein content in extracellular polymeric substance
(EPS) in sludge samples is positively correlated to the adsorption
capacity of PFOA and that the latter simultaneously interact
through the aromatic groups (hydrophobic interactions) and the
positively charged amide groups (electrostatic interactions) of EPS
with the fluoroalkyl chain and the deprotonated functional group,
respectively [138].

Five proteins (in the concentration range of 3.5e350 mM) were
used to test the individual removal of 4 PFAS (1 mg/L) in DI, tap,
creek, ocean water, and high-ionic strength aqueous media (60 g/L
NaCl) in 24 h [2]. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was able to remove
83e99% of PFOA and GenX from all aqueous media tested, similarly
to lysozyme (93% and 96%, respectively, in ultrapurewater). Tenfold
higher BSA concentration was needed to achieve a similar removal
efficiency for PFBA, which was adsorbed by lysozyme by approx.
64e78% in ultrapure water. Additionally, around 75% of PFBS was
removed by both proteins in ultrapure water. BSA was affected the
least by pH and ionic strength changes, representing the best
candidate for removing PFAS from water. BSA is a widely available,
low-cost protein easily extractable from by-products of the cattle
industry [136]. Nevertheless, increasing ionic strength/salinity via
the addition of NaCl (i.e., competition of Cl� for the binding sites)
clearly hindered the uptake of PFAS, as observed for hemp proteins
(i.e., a 1:4 albumin:edestin mixture) [1], underlining the role of
electrostatic interactions for PFAS removal by proteins. In fact, the
highly hydrophilic short-chain PFBA was the most difficult to
adsorb and showed the lowest removal at high ionic strength. This
is consistent with recent findings suggesting that more hydro-
phobic PFAS like GenX or PFOS interact with human serum albumin
(HSA) mainly via hydrophobic interactions [139,140].

Hemp protein removed >95%
P

12 PFAA (C0 ¼ approx.
160e190 mg/L) from contaminated groundwater, similar to a com-
mercial GAC that is three times more expensive by weight [1], and
achieved equilibrium concentration of the same PFAS within 3 h.

With an overall protein composition of globulin (53%) and al-
bumin (44%), powdered Moringa oleifera seeds resulted in poor
removal of PFOS (Qm ¼ 1.88 mmol/g) and especially PFBS (10% after
24 h). Globulin has a higher content of aromatic and hydrophobic
functional groups with respect to albumin [141]; hence, electro-
static interactions, which are pivotal for short-chain PFAA adsorp-
tion, are less likely to occur. However, the encapsulation in
nanoporous alginate beads granted the size-exclusion of the high
molecular weight (~400 Da) HA (5 mg/L as dissolved organic car-
bon, DOC) from the pores, as for alginate-encapsulated albumin [5].

Soy protein was used to coat cellulose-based and cellulose
acetate-based nanofibrous membranes (CE-SPI and CA-SPI,
respectively), increasing GenX uptake (C0 ¼ 100 mg/L) by approx.
three times at pH ¼ 6. In particular, CA-SPI removed up to 90% of
GenX (~1100 mmol/g) in a few min. [4].

Proteins can widely differ in aminoacidic composition and can
therefore accommodate different types of PFAS in the adsorption
process. Although showing exploitable features, the use of the sole
proteins as adsorbents is unlikely due to their dimension and
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dissolved state, for which recovery methods are not easily imple-
mentable. For example, Hernandez et al. (2022) separated the
proteins utilizing a molecular weight cutoff-based device. Other
than surficial grafting on materials (e.g., CA-SPI), other strategies
for the technical implementation of proteins have been carried out.
Recently, proteins (albumin) have been used to prepare alginate
beads, which adsorbed 87% and ~10% PFBS (beads conc.¼1.5 g/L, C0
PFAS ¼ 100 mg/L each) after 72 h [5]. Protein nanofibrils (PNFs, also
known as amyloid fibrils) are supramolecular structures that can be
obtained by the self-assembling of peptides derived from the
unfolding of globular proteins [136]. They are emerging as water
decontamination agents because of their stiffness, toughness, and
flexibility. They can be synthesized by different protein precursors
and assembled into filtration membranes that can both adsorb and
size-exclude organic and inorganic pollutants [137]. For example,
BSA-based PNFs have been used to remove heavy metals, showing
high flexibility and durability. Other than full-proteins and hybrid
membranes, they can be formed into aerogels and hydrogels by
leveraging changes in pH and ionic strength [137]. This indicates
the possibility to modulate their composition, physical-chemical,
and mechanical properties variedly, and to composite them into
hybrid materials. In addition to their chemical and surface area
tunability, PNFs are considerably more resistant to enzymatic
degradation than other protein-based materials [136,137].

Other strategies, like the coating of nanoparticles with proteins-
amino acids (already applied for the removal of other contami-
nants), could also be explored for PFAS [142,143].

Being environmentally and economically more sustainable than
conventional adsorbents, protein-enriched materials are worthy of
being further investigated as candidates for PFAS removal from
waters. To this end, adsorption kinetics and adsorption capacity
should be developed by applying sorption models to the experi-
mental results to compare them to AC and IER properly.

3.2.2.2. Polysaccharide-based materials. A wide range of natural
polymers have shown potential applicability for water treatment
[113]. Some the low-cost and renewable polysaccharide-based
materials such as crosslinked chitosan beads, quaternized cotton,
aminated rice husk, poly(ethylenimine)-functionalized cellulose
microcrystals (PEI-f-CMC) have been tested for the removal of PFAS,
showing high maximum adsorption capacities (2650e5500,
2490e3100, and 1700 mmol/g for PFOS, PFOA and PFBA, respec-
tively) and relatively fast adsorption kinetics (eq. time ranging
between a few min. to 12 h) (Table 3) except for materials where
intraparticle diffusion played a relevant role for the adsorbent-
adsorbate interaction, showing kinetics comparable to those of
GAC [6].

Poly(ethylenimine)-functionalized cellulose micro-crystals
(PEI-f-CMC) maintained the selective removal capability of 22
PFAS (1 mg/L each) in NOM-spiked solutions (2 mg C/L, corre-
spondent to <5 mg/L NOM) and in lake water, with respect to DI
water [9]. However, the competitive removal of the 22 PFAS in DI
and lake water was highly dependent on the PFAS chain length. The
low adsorption capacity of PFOA (Qm ¼ 5.6 mmol/g) is possibly
related to its low surface area (7.8 m2/g). The NOM used for the
study encompassed two types of organic molecules, with low (and
high) specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA) and small (and high)
molecular weight (<1 kDa and >30 kDa, respectively). The smaller
and more hydrophilic molecules hindered the adsorption slightly
more, and their presence only slightly affected adsorption, as
opposed to conventional adsorbents. This result was ascribed to the
mainly mesoporous nature of the functionalized microcrystals, i.e.
the increased pore accessibility for the smaller molecules.

Other authors have grafted aminated polymers onto agricultural
or industrial residues like balsa wood and plant fibers to adsorb
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PFOA (C0 � 25 mg/L) [11,12]. The obtained aminated biosorbents
showed relatively high adsorption capacities at the low pH ¼ 3
(between 500 and 670 mmol/g) but decreased by roughly 40e50% at
pH ¼ 7, indicating the dominant role of electrostatic attraction
provided by the amine-rich functionalities for the removal of PFOA.
Similarly, wood pulp was used to produce aminated (quaternized)
nano- and micro-sized cellulose (QNC and QWP1.5) that were used
to remove PFAS from contaminated groundwater
(
P

PFAS ¼ approx. 11.7 mg/L) and from a mixed 6-PFAS solution (C0
of each PFAS ¼ ~2.5 mg/L) with comparable results concerning the
low uptake of short-chain PFAS (e.g. <10e20% of PFBA removal) and
novel PFAS (30% removal of GenX by QWP1.5) [13,14]. Differently
form PEI-f-CMC, the addition of mainly high-SUVA HA (20 mg/L)
caused a dramatic drop in the adsorption of PFAS (removal % of
PFBA, PFOA, GenX, and 6:2 FTS were approx. 5, 4, 4, and 11 times
lower after 60 min), probably showing the effect of the highly
positive zeta potential (þ43 mV). The authors indicated the
hydrophobic-driven adsorption of HA to the surface of wood pulp
as a barrier to the adsorption sites. The different result with respect
to PEI-f-CMC could be due to the more than 10-fold higher OM
concentration used for QWP 1.5, or to the different content in lignin
(more hydrophobic than cellulose) in the latter, that could have
facilitated hydrophobic interactions with the material. This is in
contrast with what is reported for other materials like PAN and
anion exchange resins for which the experimental results were
explained by the inverse relationship between hydrophobicity and
material interaction with NOM.

Other highly positive surface charged materials like
polyDADMAC-coated GAC (zeta potential ¼ 21.2 ± 1.7 mV) showed
enhanced removal of anionic PFAS when in presence of 15 mg/L of
HA, a behaviour attributed to the suppression of the surficial
electrostatic repulsion between PFAS and the adsorbed HA.

In general, and not limitedly to the materials cited in this sec-
tion, the relationship between the characteristics of NOM and the
chemistry of the sorbents should be better examined in consider-
ation of the NOM chemistry, charge, and dimensions.

The lignocellulosic-based nanoframework RAPIMER [10] stands
out not only in terms of adsorption capacity (Qm¼ 7735 mmol/g and
5998 mmol/g for PFOA and PFOS, respectively, according to the
Langmuir model), but also as an agricultural residue-derived ma-
terial that can simultaneously adsorb and degrade PFAS. This is due
to the synergistic combination of a nano-dimensioned amphiphilic
sorption framework and the in-situ enzymatic degradation of PFAS
provided by a white rot fungus that is also able to biodegrade the
material itself. The identification of two degradation products after
two weeks (C7HF13O and C6HF11O2, hypothesized to be per-
fluoroheptanal and perfluorohexanoic acid, respectively)
confirmed the potential biodegradability of the material. PFOA and
PFOS were efficiently removed (>98%) both in continuous-flow
experiments from a PFOS þ PFOA mixed solution (1 mg/L each)
and from a pre-filtered rainwater sample spiked with PFOS, PFOA,
naturally occurring metal ions, and an anionic dye (1 mg/L each).

The materials presented hereby contain a mixture of cellulose,
hemicellulose, and lignin. Lignocellulosic raw materials required
for their production are widely available and can be cheaply ob-
tained by waste and byproducts of many sectors. The synthesis of
the materials is quite simple: in the case of microcellulosic and
nanocellulosic materials, it relies on the depolymerization of the
polysaccharide structure by sequential addition of NaOH, followed
by acid hydrolysis (typically using HCl) and pH neutralization, and
washing with water. Functionalizing agents are added in the solu-
tion at given pH [9,11,13,14]. Some polysaccharide-based materials
maintained high removal efficiencies over 5 to 8 regeneration-
adsorption cycles, and others were tailored to be one-shot mate-
rials given the low production costs [10,13,14]. This further
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corroborates their use as alternatives to AC and resins. Although
promising, polysaccharide-based materials represent a quite un-
explored alternative for the removal of micropollutants. Some
evident downsides from the existing literature include the high
starting concentration of PFAS, and the low removal of short-chain
PFAS in mixed solutions. The latter could be compensated by the
simple addition of more of the low-cost adsorbents, but experi-
mental evidence indicate that excessive dosage decreased the up-
take of PFAS [14]. These trends should be verified and further
investigated in future studies.

3.2.3. Polymeric materials
3.2.3.1. Polyanilines and polyacrylonitriles. Bearing both amine- and
imine-groups and benzene rings in the backbone, polyanilines
show potential for PFAS sorption mostly by means of hydrophobic
and electrostatic interactions (other than accommodation of (hemi)
micelles in the mesopores [17,18]. Such low-cost polymeric mate-
rials are characterized by a large surface area, are easily synthe-
tized, and implemented in terms of both functionalization and
increase of the SSA and are therefore appealing for water
remediation.

Polyaniline (PANI) and PANI-derived polymers have been tested
for the adsorption of PFAS and compared with AC and resins,
showing similar adsorption equilibrium kinetics (1 he40 h) than
the conventional adsorbents but higher tolerance to NOM (2 mg/L)
[17,19]. The small polymeric-specific surface area (SSA) of
powdered PANI (approx. 25.4 m2/g vs the 1e2 order of magnitude
greater SSA of GAC) may limit its use [18], and strategies to increase
SSA were implemented. As result, polyaniline nanotubes (PASNT)
were able to adsorb up to 3300 mmol/g and 2650 mmol/g of PFOA
and PFOS, and Qm (PFOA) of paraformaldehyde-crosslinked PANI,
PANI_PFA_2.4, (SSA ¼ 490.3 m2/g) doubled with respect to PANI.
However, intraparticle diffusion of short-chain PFAA in PAN-
I_PFA_2.4 was hindered in a multi-PFAS solution because of pore
blockage by long-chain PFAA, amechanism already documented for
intraparticle diffusion-based materials like GAC. On the other hand,
POT showed a better adsorption performance than PANI in multi-
PFAS solutions at environmental concentrations, matching that of
PAC at lower initial PFAS concentrations (>98% for all PFAS,
including PFBS and 6:2 FTS) but was outclassed by PAC at higher
concentrations and at higher ionic strength.

Polyacrylonitriles (PAN, a synthetic polymer with a repeating
unit composed of acrylonitrile monomers) have been chemically
modified to bestow PFAS adsorption properties. Electrospun
nanofibrous PAN have been functionalized with hydroxylamine to
yield ASFPAN, that was able to adsorb up to 600 mmol/g of GenX
(100 mg/L) at pH ¼ 4 [15]. The high content of positively charged
amidoxime at low pH countered the typical overall negative charge
of PAN but made ASFPAN sensibly less effective at higher pH.

Moreover, these materials have the potential to be combined
with other non-conventional treatment methods to yield satisfac-
tory results. For example, Mantripragada et al. [16] enhanced
electrospun polyacrylonitrile nanofibrous membrane with micro-
algae (Chlorella) to entertain a synergistic effect and improve the
removal efficiency of GenX from water, obtaining ES(PAN/Algae).
They observed that at pH ¼ 6, the maximum removal capacity of
ES(PAN/Algae) was ~900 mmol/g, significantly higher than the
electrospun PAN nanofibrous membrane (ESPAN). The main
adsorption mechanisms could be attributed to hydrophobic inter-
action, dipoleedipole interaction, and hydrogen bonding, all of
which were synergistically enhanced in the algae-functionalized
material according to FTIR and XPS analysis.

3.2.3.2. Organic frameworks. Organic frameworks are two- or
three-dimensional crystalline porous materials in which
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monomers are linked via strong covalent bonds with great preci-
sion so that a defined chemical composition and porosity charac-
terize the whole structure. Covalent organic frameworks (COF)
differ from metal-organic frameworks (MOF) as the latter includes
metal ions in their structure, thus allowing Lewis acid-base inter-
action between PFAS and the metal node, in addition to hydro-
phobic/electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding. Both COFs
and MOFs show exceptional porosity, surface area (in the range of
thousands of m2/g), and tunability [21,144]. MOFs are receiving
significant attention among recently developed materials to be
used as adsorbents for PFAS and other organic pollutants, and
several reviews have already been produced on this topic
[113,145,146]. This review will only cover aspects relevant to its
scope.

COFs and MOFs showed exceptional removal performances for
long- and short chain PFAA, as well as substitutes (Table 5). Re-
ported Qm (Langmuir model) of PFBS, PFBA, PFOA, PFOS, GenX,
Fe53B and HFPO-TA range between 330 and 1183, 1149e2125,
893e14918, 90e16600, 576e13260, 598e1900, and 2160 mmol/g,
respectively. Sorption equilibrium is also typically achieved in
�30 min, even in multi-PFAS solutions. Many authors underlined
that the different interactions (electrostatic, fluorophilic, and hy-
drophobic interactions, as well as ion-exchange and hydrogen
bonding) offered by COFs and MOFs, together with the channel size
dimension, are at the base of their high adsorption capacity.

Differently modified COFs were able to achieve very high
removal of PFAS in mixed solutions, in environmental samples (as
such and spiked with ng/L to mg/L level of PFAS), and in presence of
NOM. 28%[NH2]-COF removed >90% of 12 PFAA and >60% of PFBA
(1 mg/L each) within 30 min. Chitosan/FeCOF removed 88e98% of
PFOS, PFOA, and GenX (200 mg/L each) in natural surface water and
sewage water. FSQ-1 and hollow Cys-COF were tested for the
removal of 22 (FSQ-1) and 24 (hollow Cys-COF) PFAS (1 mg/L each),
among which long- and short-chain PFAA, 2 PFECA (hollow Cys-
COF), and 2 cationic and 1 zwitterionic PFAS (FSQ-1). They both
removed 95e100% of 20 out of 22 PFAS (approx. 80% of PFBA and
PFBS) in DI water and were only partially affected (approx. 10% or
lower removal of every compound) by an equivalent concentration
of co-occurring contaminants like phenol and n-nonanoic acid
(hollow Cys-COF), as well as NOM-enriched waters and river water
(FSQ-1) in the same conditions. In particular, FSQ-1 showed a
broad-spectrum removal of zwitterionic, cationic, and anionic PFAS
at environmental pH values. Only PFBA, PFBS, GenX and Fe53B
suffered a >10% uptake reduction by hollow Cys-COF in the pres-
ence of the tested co-occurrent organics. Similarly, the sorption of
GenX and HFPO-TA by COF-2 in the presence of 70 mg/L of HA was
only reduced by 20% and 2e3%, respectively. However, the envi-
ronmental matrix significantly affected the adsorption efficiency on
COF-2: the removal of GenX and HFPO-TA in wastewater was
approx. 70% and 30% lower than in DI water. This result shows that
HA is not an exhaustive proxy for NOM, and tests with sorption
competitors as other micropollutants should be carried out (espe-
cially in the case of materials with a precise pore size), e.g., with
structurally equivalent PFAS compounds with similar dimensions,
like non-fluorinated surfactants. NOM influence on PFAS sorption
depends on OM dimension [121] and chemical composition [147].

Hollow Cys-COF, FSQ-1, COF-2, and COFeF1N5 were also
benchmarked against AC and resins in the same experimental
conditions, showing improved performance (Fig. 1) in both multi-
PFAS (Hollow Cys-COF, FSQ-1, COFeF1N5) and single-solute (COF-
2) adsorption experiments, carried out in ultrapure water (Hollow
Cys-COF, FSQ-1, COF-2) or electroplating wastewater (COFeF1N5).
Hollow Cys-COF also showed a consistently better removal of a
wide range of PFAS in as-such and NOM-enriched DI water with
respect to commercial PAC.



Fig. 1. Removal of selected PFAS by COFs (hollow Cys-COF, FSQ-1, COF2, COFeF1N5), activated carbons (PAC, GAC), commercial resins (IRA67, IRA910, PFA694E, XAD-7hp, PFA-9).
Experimental conditions: A) C0 of each PFAS ¼ 1 mg/L, C mat. ¼ 50 mg/L; B)) C0 of each PFAS ¼ 1 mg/L, C mat. ¼ 100 mg/L; C)) C0 GenX ¼ 25 mg/L, C0 PFOA ¼ 31 mg/L, C0 HFPO-
TA ¼ 38 mg/L, C mat. ¼ 66.7 mg/L, D) C0 PFOS ¼ 392.1 mg/L, C0 PFHxS ¼ 10.9 mg/L, C0 6:2 FTS ¼ 93.4 mg/L, C0 Fe53B ¼ 2.0 mg/L, C mat. ¼ 250 mg/L “-” ¼ not tested. Figure adapted
from: [22,23].
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MOFs are commercially available and have been produced on a
ton scale [148]. Among MOFs, NU-1000 showed extremely fast
equilibrium kinetics (1e10min) for all tested PFAS, and the removal
of PFAS in mixed solution (PFSA C4-6-8, PFCA 4-5-7-8-10, 100 mg/L
each) was around 97% (90% for PFBA). In experiments with polluted
groundwater samples (C4 to C8 PFSA and PFCA, and 6:2 FTS, mg/L
range) long- and short-chain PFAA were still efficiently removed
(approx. 80e100%), but in samples with higher conductivity
(300e26000 ms/cm) the removal of short-chain PFAA like PFPeA
and PFBA dropped dramatically (down to 18% and 10% respec-
tively). This could be attributed to a high concentration of anions
that act as sorption competitors since anion exchange was found to
be the leading sorption mechanism in NU-1000.

According to their structure (especially to their metal node
composition), three MOFs (NU-1000, UiO-66, and ZIF-8) showed
consistently different selectivity towards anionic, non-ionic, and
zwitterionic PFAS, as opposed to the non-selective GAC. Sorption of
anionic PFAS was mainly dependent on electrostatic interactions,
while acid-base interactions dominated the non-ionic/zwitterionic
PFAS sorption [130].

As far as regeneration and reusability of the adsorbent materials
are concerned, the sorption efficiency of PFOS by SCU-8 [33]
decreased significantly after the first desorption cycle (and still
adsorbing around 44% from the 2nd to the 4th cycle), possibly
because of immobilization of the PFAS molecule in the organic
framework occupying active sites. The strong electrostatic bonds
between PFOA and the amine functionality of a polyacrylamide-
modified MOF also allowed a max. Desorption rate of 77% [149].
NU-1000 on the other hand showed very good removal capacity
(96e100%) and recovery rates (86e105%) of PFBS (10 mg/L) after 5
sorption-desorption cycles. COFs maintained very good removal
rates of different PFAS after 3e5 cycles. In particular, the removal
efficiency of 22 PFAS by Hollow-cys-COF was only 10% lower in the
3rd cycle.

In the case of MOFs, the type of metal nodes (in addition to the
nature and length of the ligands used as linkers in the synthesis
step and the presence of structural defects) play an important role
in the adsorption process. Longer ligands were related to a larger
pore size and therefore to a higher sorption capacity due to the
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easier diffusion of PFOS in the framework [150]. Cr3þ as a metal
node showed a higher affinity (i.e., higher binding energy) and
consequently increased sorption capacity towards PFOS compared
to the equivalent Fe-basedMOF [151]. Inducing structural defects in
a defect-free UiO-66 MOF increased the structure's surface area,
allowing a fast diffusion of PFOS in the larger pores. The maximum
value of sorption efficiency obtained for this modified material was
twice the AC and IER [152]. In some cases, the increased degree of
electrostatic interactions offered by amine-containing functional-
ities played a more important role than surface area for PFOA up-
take, which was lower for the non-functionalized MOF despite its
higher surface area [153]. The modification of another (Cr)MIL-
based MOF also negatively impacted the overall porosity, and
therefore, the uptake kinetics (eq. time up to approx. 180 h) of
PFOA, although higher overall PFOA removal was still observed
compared to an AC with 15-fold higher surface area [149].

In general, the degree of functionalization and the nature of
functionalities have to be properly evaluated and balanced, as an
excess of functional groups can hinder the accessibility to the pores,
obstacle the surficial hydrophobic interactions [20], or modify the
pore size with different results depending on the single PFAS di-
mensions [24]. For example, nanosized AC proved to be a better
PFOS adsorbent with respect to the hydrophilic MIL-101(Cr) and its
aminated version MIL-101(Cr)eNH2 and was only outperformed in
terms of sorption equilibrium kinetics (but not adsorption capacity)
by MIL-101(Cr)-functionalized AC. The lower removal of PFOS by
the MOF-functionalized AC could be attributed either to the hy-
drophilic nature of the MOF, the reduced pore size of the composite
material, or the hindrance of the PFOS-AC hydrophobic interactions
induced by the MIL-101(Cr) coating. More interestingly, MIL-
101(Cr)eNH2 showed the worst adsorption performance despite
having the highest pore size, possibly because of the steric hin-
drance induced by the amine groups in the mesopores [29].

Many fluorinated functionalities/crosslinkers could be used to
improve selectivity towards and uptake of PFAS. Computational
simulations can assist the researcher in the selection of the most
effective ones by predicting structural and behavioural changes.
Some authors used virtual modelling (e.g., density functional the-
ory -DFT- and Monte Carlo simulations) to study the effect of post-
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synthetic surficial grafting of perfluoro alkanes on selected MOFs,
as well as the substitution of their linkers with trifluoromethyl
groups or with fluorinated inorganic anions, on PFOA adsorption
[154]. Differently from the organic linker and the organic func-
tionality, the fluorinated inorganic anions incorporation increased
the hydrophilicity of the MOFs (by acting as water-attractive sites)
resulting in a lower adsorption capacity towards PFOAwith respect
to organofluorinated MOFs (though it could be advantageous for
the removal of the more hydrophilic PFAS).

While the impact of OM on organic frameworks (SI part 2) is
minimal, it has been limitedly discussed. HA in the 10e40 mg/L
concentration range did not negatively affect the adsorption of
PFOA on a covalent triazine framework (CTF), and that of PFOS was
only reduced by 12%. The small pore size (1.2 nm) of the material
with respect to those of the tested adsorbates (0.8 � 0.36 nm and
1.04 � 0.40 nm for PFOA and PFOS, respectively) was indicated as
the cause [26]. Reasonably, this also applies to other COFs like
chitosan FeCOF, hollow cys-COF, FSQ-1, COF1 and COF2 (pore size
<5 nm) and to MOFs that are reported to exhibit pore sizes <10 nm
[28]. The applicability of COFs and MOFs is limited by the granule
dimensions, as for all powdered materials. Column packing comes
at the expense of important pressure drops, while effective
dispersion in the fluid has to be granted to avoid aggregation of
particles [146]. Furthermore, they can agglomerate in aqueous
environments. Most MOFs are also unstable in aqueous environ-
ments and show a lifespan ranging from hours to days, after which
ligand displacement and/or hydrolysis can occur [145], a topic that
should be further addressed as a major downside of MOF as pol-
lutants adsorbents in aqueous environments. Moreover, MOFs are
very expensive, with a retail price of some commercialized MOFs
reported between 10000 (e.g., MIL-101) and 15000 USD/Kg [155].

3.2.3.3. Cyclodextrins. Cyclodextrins (CD) include both natural
(starch-derived) and artificial cyclic oligosaccharides composed by
a different number (�6) of a-1,4 -linked glucopyranose units that
form a truncated cone-shaped three-dimensional structure with
amphiphilic nature (hydrophobic inner and hydrophilic external
surface area, respectively) that enables a host-guest interaction
mechanism in which guest molecules can be encapsulated in the
hydrophobic cavity.

b-Cyclodextrins (b-CD) are cheap (reportedly 1 USD/Kg, metric
ton scale) and sustainably-produced materials [156,157] and have
been modified in different ways to enhance the affinity towards
PFAS (Table 6). Namely, b-CD-based materials for PFAS adsorption
have been prepared in a cross-linked polymeric configuration, with
b-CD linked via different units providing different properties to the
final polymer. For example, a highly fluorophilic perfluoroarene
cross-linked b-CD polymer (DFB-CDP) removed approx. 100% of
PFOA (C0 ¼ 1 mg/L) after reaching adsorption equilibrium, as
opposed to a tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile cross-linked b-CD that
showed insignificant PFOA removal [36]. The DFB-CDP with the
lowest degree of fluorine content (i.e. lower cross-linking degree)
also showed the best removal efficiency and kinetics for PFOA
adsorption in the same conditions (>95% removal in 13.5 h) as a
result of the increased accessibility to the hydrophobic cavity of b-
CD. The material exhibited approx. 40% higher PFOA removal than
PAC in equilibrium adsorption experiments, a max. Adsorption
capacity (82 mmol/g) comparable to that of GAC [158,159], and
adsorption kinetics similar to that of PAC (i.e. >90% removal ach-
ieved in approx. 24 h). CDPs also showed removal of different PFAS
comparable to that of AC with small particle size (10e212 mm) after
4 h [98]. The same authors noted that smaller compounds could be
more easily and better adsorbed on large-sized ACs than smaller-
sized ACs and CDPs because of the easier intra-particle diffusion
process.
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Together with the host-guest interaction, structural crosslinkers
also play a major role in the interaction with PFAS and in CDs' high
degree of tunability. The nitrile groups of tetra-
fluoroterephthalonitrile crosslinkers in a b-CD (TFN-CDP) were
reduced to primary amines that switched the affinity of the poly-
mer from cationic to anionic micropollutants due to the now
available electrostatic interactions offered by the protonated amino
groups [37]. A mixture of 9 short- and long-chain PFAA and GenX
(C0 ¼ 1 mg/L) was exposed to the aminated TFN-CDP (C0 ¼ 10mg/L),
showing a >98% removal of the analytes after 30 min, except for
GenX and PFBA (80%), and doubling the removal efficiency towards
PFBA and GenX concerning AC. These results align with other ex-
periments comparing PFAS adsorption by AC and protonated b-CD
after a 4h contact time [98]. Amine-containing b-CD showed
significantly higher affinity and sorption capacity for GenX with
respect to amido-containing b-CD (KL ¼ 8.8 � 104 M�1,
Qm ¼ 536 mmol/g and KL ¼ 1.8 � 106, Qm ¼ 12.1 mmol/g, respec-
tively) [35], comparable to that of some amine-functionalized COF
[20] but also of GAC and PAC. The protonated groups can, therefore,
assist the formation of inclusion complexes by binding with anionic
PFAS.

The abovementioned works show that the removal of PFAS by
the reported b-CD polymers strongly depends on i) availability of
protonated groups (for anionic or zwitterionic PFAS), although pH
and divalent cations (that can form weak complexes with anionic
PFAS) can affect the removal efficiency of b-CD more strongly than
for AC, that mostly rely on hydrophobic interactions [98]; ii)
accessibility to the binding sites of the inner cavity of b-CD, as also
indicated by the higher removal of short perfluoroalkane sulfon-
amides with respect to the longer chain but branched homologues
[95]; and iii) fluorophilic interactions. Both electrostatic and fluo-
rophilic interactions can be provided by the crosslinkers.

The removal efficiencies of this class of materials proved com-
parable, or superior, to that of ACs. Benchmarking experiments
support their employability in water treatment operations. Sorp-
tion tests performed on groundwater contaminated by 68
differently-charged (zwitterionic, cationic, and anionic) PFAS using
3 b-CD,1 AC, and 1 resin clearly underlined i) the significantly faster
adsorption kinetics of the positively charged b-CD (30 min.
adsorption time) with respect to AC due to the overall easier
accessibility to the binding sites of the former, although ii) the less-
selective AC shows both a better overall removal of the totality of
PFAS and higher median removal compared to the best-performing
b-CD after a longer contact time (48 h) [95]. The overall moderate
selectivity of GAC for anionic, non-ionic, and zwitterionic PFAS has
been brought out also in adsorption experiments with AFFF-
contaminated groundwater where it was compared with three
MOFs, showing a removal capacity range of approx. 37% (for PFBA) -
44% (for FOSA) for 21 PFAS [130]. The more selective behaviour of
cyclodextrin polymers as compared to AC has also been observed
for many other types of organic pollutants [157]. In another work,
CDPs outperformed AC in experiments with PFAS-spiked ground-
water and non-spiked PFAS-contaminated groundwater (“AA-A”,
“WA-A00 , “WA-D00) for the adsorption of PFBA, PFPeA, PFBS, and
PFPeS [98]. Other works involving cationic b-CD showed that up-
take of short- and long-chain PFAA was significantly inhibited by
monovalent and, especially, divalent salts (1 mM), presumably
because of direct binding site competition and/or screening effect
[38]. The uptake of PFAS by negatively charged, hydrophobic b-CDs
under the same conditions was, in contrast, significantly improved
(although still inferior to the cationic b-CD) for long- and short-
chain PFAS, a trend that was attributed to the (inversed)
screening effect of the negative ions and/or the salting out effect
(i.e. lower solubility of PFAA and consequently promoted
adsorbent-adsorbate hydrophobic interactions). Cations also
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negatively affected the uptake of PFAS on cationic b-CDs and ACs,
possibly due to the formation of complexes with anionic PFAS that
weakened the extent of electrostatic interactions with positively
charged surface groups [98]. According to data reported in Table 6,
CDPs achieved sorption equilibrium within hours at low PFAS
concentration, therefore proving superior to conventional
adsorbents.

The adsorption of long- and short-chain PFAA on DFB-CDP and
TFN-CDPwas only slightly affected by the presence of HA (20mg/L).
In fact, HA in the same concentration had no effect on the
adsorption of 83 different micropollutants (among which PFBA and
PFOA) on b-CDs, as opposed to a coconut-shell-derived GAC [157].
The overall modest effects of high molecular weight NOM com-
ponents like HA on CDPs has not been deeply discussed so far.
Analogue results for the removal of other micropollutants were
linked to the size-exclusion effect from the inner cavity of b-CDs
[160]. In contrast, the smaller fulvic acids (FA) could potentially fit
the cavity.

The study of the recovery and reuse of PFAS-loaded b-CDs has
been little investigated so far. PFOA removal capacity was reduced
by approx. 5% after 4 adsorption/desorption cycles in DFB-CDP
(24 h contact time), demonstrating the good reusability of
solvent-regenerated cyclodextrins, as outlined in previous works
[161]. In general, solvent-based desorption of othermicropollutants
from b-CD adsorbents revolved around 75e90% [160].

Though AC and IER achieved comparable removal of some PFAS,
b-CD can be tailored to selectively target the most problematic
compounds and PFAS with opposite/different charge at environ-
mental pH. Important advances are being made to improve their
adsorption performance. For example, a new synthesis platform
has been proposed to overcome the challenges associated with
sorption limitations that arise from the partially random cross-
linking process of b-CDs. This process involves the introduction of
electron-deficient aromatic crosslinkers via nucleophilic aromatic
substitution during polymerization, as the latter gives rise to
irregular substitution patterns and structural modifications of some
crosslinkers (i.e. less homogeneous overall structural architecture
of the resulting polymer). This resulting cationic b-CD was able to
remove ~100% of 8 PFAA (C0 ¼ 1 mg/L) at the exceptionally low
adsorbent load of 1 mg/L [38]. Noticeably, >99% of PFBA and PFOA
were removed, surpassing an IER tested in analogous conditions
that removed 46% of PFBA and 54% of PFOA.

Overall, cyclodextrin polymers outperformed AC and resins
regarding removal kinetics of PFAS and other pollutants, removal
efficiency, NOM-fouling, and selectivity towards specific com-
pounds [157]. Some authors estimated the economic competitive-
ness of a porous CDP (manufacturing cost estimated around 5e25
USD/Kg) vs that of some commercial ACs (9e22 USD/Kg) [161].
Before their full-scale application, however, a deeper insight into
the isothermal adsorption of these composite materials towards
single PFAS is needed. This has also been stated in relation to other
micropollutants [160]. A more solid evaluation of the reusability of
b-CD adsorbents is needed as well, with a focus on desorption
mode and contact time needed for desorption.

3.2.3.4. Hydrogels. Hydrogels are highly hydrophilic crosslinked
three-dimensional polymers capable of retaining a significant
fraction of water molecules within their structure [162]. Recently,
hydrogels with various types of comonomers and crosslinkers have
been applied for PFAS sorption (Table 7). Some publications pro-
vided valuable insights on tailoring strategies to increase the
selectivity towards PFAS (vs other co-contaminants), short-chain
PFAA, and PFECA (vs long-chain PFAA). This includes the incorpo-
ration of moieties and functional groups that allow fluorophilic
interactions and ion-exchange other than the typical combination
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of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions. For example,
Kumarasamy and collaborators [40] tested ionic fluorinated
hydrogels with different levels of amine or ammonium co-
monomers to remove PFOA, PFHxA and GenX (1 mg/L each) inwater
amended with 200 mg/L of NaCl and 20 mg/L of HA. The authors
highlighted the better removal by fluorogels with high ammonium
content (~80% of PFHxA, GenX and ~100% of PFOA) as compared
with GAC, PAC and IX (~18e30%, 18e25%, and 5e80% for PFHxA,
GenX and PFOA, respectively) in the same conditions, and of qua-
ternary ammonium-containing fluorogels with respect to tertiary
amine-containing fluorogels. The gels showed outstanding removal
of short chain PFAS even in effluent water from a treatment plant
(TOC ¼ 1.3 mg/L) spiked with 21 among legacy and novel PFAS
(>95% of PFBS, PFHxA, and GenX, and 60% removal of PFBA).
Consequently, the effectiveness of fluorogels in removing PFAS
molecules can be attributed to a combination of electrostatic and
hydrophobic interactions, the synergistic effect of fluorophilicity
and ion-exchange along with the unique structure of the fluorogels
[163].

Aminated poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) showed
higher removal efficiency towards PFBA and PFBS (199.5 and
190.6 mmol/g, respectively) with respect to the bifunctionalized
(fluoridated and aminated) PEGDA [39], and this result was mainly
attributed to the higher positive surface charge of the mono-
functionalized gel that favoured the short chain compounds. Both
sorbents showed lower removal of long-chain PFAA than two
commercial resins, but 8- to 63-fold higher sorption efficiency to-
wards short-chain PFAS. Moreover, up to 92e97% removal of PFOA
and PFOS was achieved in 2 min. thanks to the introduction of
hydrophobic regions in the structure. In fact, hydrogels show very
fast equilibrium sorption kinetics: IF-20þwas able to achieve >95%
removal of numerous co-occurring PFAS including PFBS and GenX
at ng/L level after 2h in wastewater samples, similar to DMAPAA-Q
in equilibrium kinetics experiments [41], and almost complete
removal of GenX after 30 s and 30 min. at high (200 mg/L) and low
(1 mg/L) GenX concentrations, respectively. Both gels also showed
impressive desorption efficiency (�95%) and degree of regener-
ability over 5e6 cycles, maintaining almost identical adsorption
efficiency. DMAPAA-Q also maintained a high adsorption efficiency
in water with high level of DOC (approx. 2.5 mg/L) although it
decreased roughly by 10e20% inwastewater with respect to surface
water. Noticeably, selectivity towards short-chain PFCA and PFSA
was very high in multi-PFAS spiked lake water (1 mg/L of each PFAS)
as indicated by the similar removal efficiency (%) with respect to
their long-chain homologues. Increasing aminated comonomers
loading in PNIPAAm-based hydrogels did not linearly correlate with
increased swelling (i.e., hydrophilicity) of the gel, supposedly
because of the interactions between the comonomers and other
functionalities [164].

Due to their extremely high surface area (other than low cost
and low toxicity), carbon quantum dots (CD) were used to modify
hydrogels (CD66-0.2E/P), resulting in very high PFAS adsorption
capacities (7100, 3800, and 2000 mmol/g of PFOS, PFHxS, and PFBA,
respectively) [42]. PFOS was also efficiently (86.6%, C0 ¼ 516 ng/L)
and quickly (30 min.) removed from a simulated wastewater so-
lution (200mg/L NaCl, 20mg/L HA), as well as fromAFFF-simulated
wastewaters after 24h (>95%, C0 PFOS¼ 20mg/L). Furthermore, the
adsorbent was not significantly affected by the presence of four
hydrocarbon surfactants in concentrations up to five times higher
than those of PFOS. A proper balance between hydrophilic and
hydrophobic functionalities of the adsorbent's backbone granted
the best amphiphilic behaviour and, therefore, the best removal
performance (Qe, Qm) among the differently CD-modified hydrogels
due to the easier transport of PFOS towards CDs during the
adsorption process.
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A fluorous-core nanoparticle-embedded hydrogel (FCH2) was
synthesized to maximize affinity towards differently ionized long-
chain perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances, which were
almost completely removed at low concentrations (mg/L) in multi-
PFAS solution, and at low to high concentration (PFOA,
0.001e10mg/L) in the presence of decanoic acid and inorganic salts
at mg/L level [44].

The removal efficiency of hydrogels is remarkable for both long-
and short-chain PFASs and comparable to that of resins and AC. For
example, IF-20þwas able to remove up to 800 mmol/g of GenX (Qm,
Langmuir model), as reported for PAC and GAC in other works [165].

In the case of fluorogels, it was highlighted that a balance be-
tween surface wettability and swelling capacity (increased via e.g.
amination and decreased via e.g. incorporation of highly hydro-
phobic comonomers) and fluorination is required to maximize
uptake of and selectivity towards PFAS [40]. In this regard, the
moisture content of a PNIPAAm-based gel copolymerized with
DMAPAQ did not significantly change with increasing pH due to the
quaternary ammonium groups introduced by DMAPAQ, which
allowed the polymer to remain hydrated as the Hþ concentration
decreased [164]. A uniform distribution of mesh sizes within the
resin structure, achieved by using either shorter or longer mono-
mers during the gel synthesis process, also led to increased selec-
tivity towards both shorter and longer PFAA molecules. This
suggests that employing multiple structurally equivalent but
varied-length monomers is advisable for effectively removing PFAS
compounds across a wider hydrophilicity spectrum [163].

To avoid the loss of fluorinated portions such as per-
fluoropolyethers, it is also fundamental that the fluorinated sor-
bents have a stable structure [163]. Choudhary and Bedrov
investigated the adsorption of GenX on polycationic hydrogels with
differently fluorinated backbones and crosslinkers, proving that the
use of non-fluorinated crosslinkers only minimally influences the
adsorption of GenX [166]. Furthermore, they showed the relevance
of the combined effect of electrostatic and hydrophobic in-
teractions given by cationic and fluorophilic groups close to each
other. The high selectivity towards GenX was further underlined in
co-sorption experiments with Br� and 2-propoxypropanoate (a
non-fluorinated GenX equivalent) as sorption competitors.

Hydrogels are not as cost-competitive as AC and resins, but the
use of natural and cheap polymers as a backbone polymer network
for the synthesis of these materials is increasingly explored: among
others, cellulose is expected to be a promising renewable,
economically competitive starting material for practical applica-
tions [167]. Conversely and depending on their application field,
ensuring a minimum mechanical strength could be required for
full-scale applications of hydrogels; therefore, the starting mate-
rials (backbone polymers, crosslinkers) actually useable to syn-
thesize the gels and the degree of polymerization could be limited
[167]. Among hydrogels, stimuli-responsive hydrogels are of
particular interest as they can undergo mechanical and/or struc-
tural changes in response to changes in environmental conditions
(e.g., temperature, pH). As far as regeneration is concerned, ther-
moresponsive hydrogels can spontaneously desorb PFAS at tem-
peratures above their LCST, offering an alternative low-cost and
solvent-free regeneration. For example, a PNIPAm-functionalized
PVDF-based separation membrane was able to desorb 50e60% of
PFOA after the first cooling cycle (that was carried out within a
35 �Ce20 �C temperature range) and >90% from the second to the
fifth cooling cycle [43]. However, the use of these materials was
limited to two types of PFAS (i.e., PFOA, PFOS), a fact that should be
considered when comparing the efficacy of such methods for other
PFAS (e.g., Gen-X, PFBS, etc.).

Notably, the efficacy of hydrogels varies depending on the spe-
cific per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) in question. Some
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hydrogels exhibit high adsorption capacities and removal per-
centages for certain PFAS but may not perform as effectively for
others. Equilibrium time and recyclability also exhibit discrepancies
across different hydrogels. Crucially, certain hydrogels, while highly
effective for legacy PFAS such as perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), are
still in the early stages of development and lack comprehensive
testing for newer generation PFAS like Gen-X. This underscores the
need for a discerning selection of hydrogels based on the types of
PFAS present in real-life matrices. For instance, for a wastewater
discharge predominantly containing PFOA, PNIPA and PNIPAm-
functionalized polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes may
represent a more sustainable option. In contrast, for a mixed and
complex matrix encompassing PFOS, PFOA, and PFNA, FCH2 could
emerge as an economically viable choice.

Consequently, the decision on which hydrogel to employ for
PFAS adsorption hinges on the specific PFAS to be eliminated, as
well as considerations of equilibrium time, recyclability, and site-
specific conditions. Furthermore, the role of the sole OM during
the adsorption of PFAS has not been discerned so far. It is evident
that hydrogels, in their current state, may not provide a compre-
hensive solution and necessitate further development and
research.

3.2.4. Magnetic NPs-based/-grafted materials
The advantage of using magnetic nano-based materials as po-

tential pollutant adsorbents is mainly due to their i) high specific
surface area, ii) ease of being functionalized on the surface, and iii)
easy separation (recovery) under external magnetic fields [168].
Despite these advantages, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) tend to
be more expensive to produce than resins and carbons, due to the
additional process steps required for nanomaterial synthesis and
surface modification. Moreover, a full-scale magnetic separation
process has yet to be assessed operatively and economically. There
are also concerns about the environmental impact and toxicity of
engineered nanomaterials [169,170] While MNPs can be removed
from treated water using magnetic separation, there is a possibility
of nanoparticles leaching into the environment during water
treatment or improper disposal of spent adsorbents. Nevertheless,
their use in functionalizing different materials brought out valuable
results.

For example, a magnetic nanocomposite (Fe3O4@SiO2e

NH2&F13) was prepared by coating the surface of Fe3O4 NPs with a
silica membrane functionalized with an amino group and octyl-
perfluorinated chain [47] to combine electrostatic attraction and
fluorophilic interaction. This system was used for the rapid and
selective removal of nine perfluorinated compounds from surface
water samples, and the performances were compared with
powdered activated carbon (PAC). The composite showed a better
efficiency (86.29%) in the simultaneous removal of 9 PFAS (at low
ng/L concentration) than the PAC (58.61%). The influence of HA
(5e50 mg/L) on the sorption process was also investigated,
showing no significant impact on the removal performance of the
magnetic-composite for a mix of PFAS (10% reduced uptake), as
opposed to PAC (12e54% reduced uptake). In addition, the material
could be reused several times after the sorption process, and no
significant decrease in the removal efficiency was observed.

Du et al. [46], reported the synthesis and application of a mag-
netic fluorinated adsorbent obtained by ball milling Fe3O4 NPs and
vermiculite loaded with a cationic fluorinated surfactant (Fe3O4-
loaded F-VT, 1/19-MF-VT). The magnetic NPs embedded into the
adsorbent surfaces increased the dispersibility of fluorinated
vermiculite in water (improving the hydrophilicity of its external
surface). 1/19-MF-VT showed impressive maximum adsorption
capacity of C4 and C8 PFAA. The selectivity towards PFAS was better
highlighted by competitive adsorption experiments involving PFOS
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and its non-fluorinated equivalent 1-octanesulfonate (in the same
starting concentration of 46.5 mmol/L): PFOS exhibited fast (4 h)
and substantially higher removal rates due to the fluorine-fluorine
interaction with the vermiculite-interlayered fluorosurfactant.
Moreover, the IRA67 resin showed a higher adsorption capacity of
PFOS, PFOA, PFBS, and PFBA with respect to Fe3O4-loaded F-VT and
PAC in the same conditions but significantly slower kinetics
(equilibrium time¼ 48 h). Additionally, the adsorbent material was
able to remove PFOS from fire-fighting foam wastewater (22.5 mg/
L) with a higher sorption capacity (98%) than PAC and resin (<40%)
at the same adsorbent amount (150 mg/L), and it could be regen-
erated by methanol and reused five times without reducing the
PFOS removal efficiency or the magnetic performances.

Another multifunctional magnetic sorbent was prepared by
modifying magnetic Fe3O4 NPs with b-cyclodextrin�ionic liquid
polyurethanes (Fe3O4-CDI-IL MNPs) [48]. The coupling of ionic
liquid with the b-cyclodextrin polymer backbone could signifi-
cantly enhance the removal efficiencies of both PFOS and PFOA.
According to the sorption isotherms, the composite nanomaterial
showed sorption capacities of 16 mmol/g for PFOS and 7.5 mmol/g for
PFOA. A 10% and 25% decrease in adsorption efficiencywas reported
with high concentrations of HA (1 g/L) for PFOA and PFOS,
respectively. The sorbent material was regenerated and reused at
least 10 times without any significant loss in the sorption efficiency.

Magnetic nanoparticles-attached fluorographene-based
(MNPs@FG) sorbents were synthesized by exfoliating commercial
fluorographite and mixing it at different mass ratios (1:1, 3:5, and
1:3) with MNPs [45]. The 3:5 FG:Fe3O4 composite (2-MNPs@FG)
removed 92e95% and 94e97% of PFOA and PFOS in 2 min,
respectively, and significantly outmatching PAC.

In addition, 2-MNPs@FGmaintained its adsorption performance
in the presence of 2 mg/L of DOC and in lake, river, and tap water
samples where it removed >99.2% of co-occurring PFOA and PFOS
(C0 ¼ approx. 3e7 mg/L each). Moreover, it was possible to regen-
erate the used sorbent materials by methanol washing and to reuse
them up to five times without observing a significative reduction in
PFOA/PFOS desorption and removal, and in themagnetic separation
performances.

In another work, Fe3O4 MNPs were modified by attaching a
variety of PFPE-containing polymers, either non-ionic or cationic in
nature. These PFPE-containing polymers were synthesized to have
consistent levels of fluorine but varied in the amount of cationic
quaternized ammonium groups by manipulating the degree of
polymerization of the two constituent monomers. Among these
modified sorbents, P2-9þ@IONPs, which had the highest concen-
tration of cationic groups (39% by weight), exhibited the most
effective performance in eliminating 11 co-occurring PFAS (0.1 mg/
L each) in 24 h, including PFBA and GenX (84% and >99.5 % removal,
respectively) in environmentally relevant conditions (200 mg/L
NaCl and 20 mg/L humic acid). Activated carbon and ion exchange
resin in the same concentration and under the same conditions
showed systematically lower adsorption of all compounds, espe-
cially short-chain PFAA and GenX. When tested in multi-PFAS
spiked wastewater (30 min. adsorption), only the removal of
PFBA and PFPeA decreased substantially (~40% and ~75%, respec-
tively). P2-9þ@IONPs also showed almost complete elimination of
GenX alone within 30 s, a max. adsorption capacity as high as
664 mmol/g, and excellent regenerability over 4 cycles [49].

In summary, magnetic nanoparticles-modified materials are a
promising alternative to conventional adsorbents for removing
PFAS from water, but critical aspects regarding cost, standardiza-
tion, environmental impact, and cost-benefit analysis (in compar-
ison with traditional materials) [171] must be addressed before
they can be applied widely and at large scale for water treatment.
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3.2.5. Zeolites and clay-based minerals
3.2.5.1. Zeolites. Zeolites are porous aluminosilicate minerals
characterized by a precise chemical structure and tunability of
pores and therefore a regular crystalline framework. Some recent
works helped elucidate the mechanisms of action and the effect of
functionalization of these materials (Table 9).

A beta-type all-silica zeolite was tested for the adsorption of
PFOA and benchmarked against other types of zeolite and AC [51].
The absence of local defects in its structure (compared to the other
zeolites) and, therefore, the higher hydrophobicity, was pivotal to
allow PFOA uptake, for which a Qm of approx. 845 mmol/g was
calculated from adsorption isotherm experiments. Adsorption
equilibrium was reached in approx. 24 h for both PFOA and PFOS,
significantly outperforming GAC but with similar kinetics to PAC.
Different results were obtained with faujasites for the removal of
PFOA (Qm ¼ 48e145 mmol/g) and PFOS (Qm ¼ 20e60 mmol/g)
(equilibrium time ¼ 1 h or less) [172]. Interestingly, outstanding
selectivity towards PFOA and PFOSwas proven in experiments with
5 occurring organic co-contaminants (3 carboxylic aliphatic acids, 1
carboxylic aromatic acid, and phenol) at different molar ratios (1:5
up to 1:15 of PFAS:co-contaminants). The uptake of both PFAS was
only slightly reduced, as opposed to AC. Density Functional Theory
simulations pointed out the extremely favourable enthalpy-driven
process explaining the high selectivity of the zeolite towards PFAS.
C8 PFCA also showed a higher affinity than C10 PFCA on the same
type of zeolite, which was explained by the particularly favourable
dimensions of PFOA molecules with respect to the channel di-
mensions [53].

An all-silica zeolite is somewhat expected to be efficient towards
long-chain PFAS because of its markedly high hydrophobicity. The
higher the Al/Si ratio, the more hydrophilic the behaviour of the
zeolite. In a recent research, the adsorption of PFOA and PFBA using
2 b-type zeolites with different Si/Al ratios (25:1 and 300:1) and by
the same materials coated with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) or poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC)
was carried out [52]. The adsorbed amount of PFOA on the Si-rich
zeolite was almost double that of the other zeolite. The coating
with organic functionalities made the surface less negative. The
PDADMAC-coated zeolites showed up to 51.3% increased sorption
capacity towards PFBA, but the uptake of PFOA by CTAB-coated and
PDADMAC-coated zeolites was 58.7% and 15.45% lower than with
uncoated zeolites. This was attributed to the reduction in specific
surface area caused by the organic coating.

Licato and collaborators evaluated the simultaneous removal of
several pharmaceuticals, personal care products, and PFAS in
spiked clean water and wastewater samples by 4 synthetic and 1
natural zeolite [50]. Only approx. 20% of the occurring PFBS
(C0 ¼ approx. 2e9 ng/L) and PFBA (C0 ¼ approx. 5e6 ng/L) was
removed from the WWTP (wastewater treatment plant) effluent
sample. The typically negative surface charge of zeolites was
probably unfavourable for the adsorption of the short-chain PFAA.
Nevertheless, the low removal capacity must be evaluated in
consideration of the co-occurrence of the high number of
micropollutants.

Zeolites are stable catalysts used in numerous sectors because of
their structural/pore dimension tunability coupled with varying
acidity and ion-exchange capacity [173]. Fe(III)-loaded BEA-type
zeolite particles were shown to catalyse the degradation of PFOA
and PFOS in different concentrate-and-destroy setups, representing
novel scalable strategies for the removal of PFAS at low concen-
trations. Ferric ions-PFOS complexes ([PFOS-Fe]2þ) can be irradi-
ated with UV light to induce ligand-to-metal electron transfer and
the formation of C8F17SO3

� radicals. After the desulfurization of the
radical in aqueous solution, it can be gradually decomposed,
yielding shorter and shorter perfluorinated alkyl radicals that
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cyclically react with O or H radicals. In the work by Qian et al., the
use of Fe3þ-doped BEA-35 zeolite significantly increased the rate of
PFOS degradation previa adsorption on the zeolite, showing 69%
defluorination along with the formation of 25% C2eC4 PFCA in-
termediates after 96 h irradiation (C0 PFOS ¼ 1 mg/L, C0 BEA-
35 ¼ 0.5 g/L, pH ¼ 3). The short-chain PFCA (that could less effi-
ciently adsorb on the zeolite) decomposed (~95%) via the addition
of Na2S2O8 (i.e., the introduction of sulphate radicals, which cannot
degrade PFOS directly). Such a heterogeneous system showed good
results up to pH ¼ 5.5 (56% defluorination, >95% desulfurization
rate) even with real groundwater samples (C0 PFOS ¼ ~500 ng/L).
However, around neutral pH the increase of adsorbed PFOS with
respect to the Fe3þ-complexed PFOS drastically inhibited the for-
mation of the latter and therefore the overall process and the
decomposition of the molecule [174].

In another work, Fe3þ-doped BEA-35 (C0 ¼ 50 g/L) was used to
accelerate the stepwise decomposition/defluorination of PFOA by
sulphate radicals, achieving a >99% degradation and 71% defluori-
nation of PFOA (C0 ¼ 100 mg/L) within 90 min at pH ¼ 3, far
exceeding the efficiency of the chemically-driven decomposition
without zeolite. The catalytic activity was consistently maintained
for 6 adsorption/regeneration cycles, and negligible leaching of Al3þ

(0.09e0.12%) was detected. At pH ¼ 7 and in the same conditions,
PFOA degradation rate (speed) decreased but not efficiency with
respect to pH ¼ 3 [175]. In both studies, the solvent-free regener-
ation of the zeolite could be achieved i) via photochemical degra-
dation of the adsorbate and ii) tandem closed-loop recirculation of
persulfate and heating of a bed-fixed zeolite.

Because of the thermally stable structure of zeolites, both
thermal and solvent-based regeneration are viable options. All-
silica zeolite b showed complete desorption of PFOA (360 �C) and
PFOS (550 �C) [51,53]. Re-uptake of PFOS slightly diminished over
three thermal regeneration cycles, possibly because of slight initial
alteration of the framework. Among the 12 solvents tested in their
pure form and when combined with octane, the latter emerged as
the most effective single solvent for desorbing PFOS, exhibiting a
100% desorption capacity. This superiority was attributed to the
markedly high hydrophobic nature of this zeolite type.

Concerning OM, neither Suwannee River NOM nor HA and FA
affected the adsorption of PFAS on all-silica zeolite b [53]. This was
attributed to the combination of negative surface charge of the
NOM, FA, and HA (i.e., electrostatic repulsion) and the size exclu-
sion effect caused by the smaller diameter of the zeolite pores
(0.62 nm).

So far, for the hydrophobic beta type zeolite, electrostatic in-
teractions do not seem to be involved in PFAA uptake. Yet, the
addition of divalent cations in solution, especially Ca2þ, hindered
the uptake of PFOA. As compression of the electrical double layer
could not explain the phenomenon, the complexation of the ion
with two molecules of ionized PFOA in the bulk phase was hy-
pothesized. Such dimer is sterically unfavourable to enter the
zeolite pores and modifies the speciation and solubility of PFOA.
The very mild reduction of PFOS uptake in the same conditions
suggests that cation bridging of sulphate groups is not favourable
[53].

More studies are needed on the removal of PFAS using func-
tionalized and pristine zeolites. The effect of OM (with reference to
high-SUVA/high molecular weight molecules like HA) is still over-
looked. A proper evaluation in this sense is complicated by the
highly variable price of zeolites [176]. Taking type A zeolites as an
example, it ranges between 26 (synthetized at lab-scale)-84 USD/
Kg [176,177]. Some authors obtained eco-friendly, low-cost zeolites
from fly ash (3.8e6.4 USD/Kg) [177]. Natural occurring zeolites are
nevertheless considered as low-cost with respect to synthetic ze-
olites [178]. Even though information on material and operational
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costs is scarcely reported in peer reviewed literature, they repre-
sent well-known materials that, based on available evidence,
showed a high affinity for PFAS togetherwith a size-exclusion effect
and a low affinity for OM, particularly with respect to ACs. They are
also potentially competitive cost-wise and show the advantage of
thermal regeneration. In conclusion, these inorganic sorbents/cat-
alysts are a promising option for PFAS remediation.

3.2.5.2. Layered double hydroxides and layered rare earth hydroxides.
Clay minerals are naturally widespread, low-impact materials
among which phyllosilicates and metal oxides have been used to
remove many organic pollutants due to their high surface charge
and surface area [108]. The uptake mechanisms of PFAS using clay-
based materials mainly rely on hydrophobic and electrostatic in-
teractions, together with anion exchange [108]. Layered double
hydroxides (LDH) refer to a group of minerals with a layered
structure, comprising positively charged brucite-like layers and
exchangeable anions within the interlayers. LDH are particularly
valuable for removing anionic pollutants as they maintain a high
positive charge over a wide range of pH values. LDH are widely
available and can be easily synthesized [179]. Some recently pub-
lished insightful works shed light on the role of the metal cations
occupying the octahedral centres in the hydroxide layers, of the
type of interlayered exchangeable anions, and of surficial func-
tionalization, on the uptake of PFAS (Table 10).

A ZneAl LDH was functionalized with alkylsilane (LDH-CH) and
polyfluoroalkylsilane (LDH-CF) and the three of them were
compared for the sorption of PFOA [54]. Qm (3220 mmol/g) of the
LDH-CF was approx. 25% and 75% higher than that of the unmod-
ified LDH and LDH-CH, respectively. The adsorption equilibrium
time of LDH-CF also significantly decreased (5 min) compared to
pristine LDH (2 h) and was comparable to that of many advanced
materials like organic frameworks and nano-sized adsorbents. As
indicated by KL values, the affinity for PFAS greatly increased as well
after grafting with organosilanes and was maximum for LDH-CF
despite the lower LDH:functional group loading ratio with respect
to LDH-CH (1:1 vs 1:0.2). The increase in adsorption affinity directly
correlated with the increase in adsorption capacity and was greater
than that of AC, resins, and other materials. Moreover, LDH-CF
performed consistently better in the presence of naturally occur-
ring anions and NOM and maintained its removal efficiency after 3
adsorption/desorption cycles (as did LDH-CH). The better perfor-
mance of LDH-CF in the presence of NOM with respect to LDH-CH
and unmodified LDH was attributed to the fluorophilic interactions
between PFOA and the organofluorinated functional groups of the
material, which allowed a higher adsorption affinity towards PFOA.

Interlayered anions also influenced the adsorption capacity of
LDH. A NO3

� interlayered hydrotalcite (HT-NO3) showed higher
removal of PFOA and PFOS (Qm ¼ 2101 mmol/g and 3219 mmol/g,
respectively) than the CO3

2� intercalated hydrotalcite because of the
higher affinity of NO3

� anions for the HT interlayer. The maximum
adsorption capacity remained substantially similar
(Qm¼ 2195 mmol/g and 3215 mmol/g, respectively) after treating the
material with acetone (AHT-NO3, to increase the pore size of HT-
NO3 and HT-CO3 [55], and exhibited superior sorption kinetics than
IER and AC (eq. time ¼ 5e20 min, C0 PFOS]C0 PFOA ¼ 25 mg/L).
Despite the impressive maximum adsorption capacity shown at
high PFAS concentrations (50e2000 mg/L), the removal efficiency
dramatically dropped with a non-fluorinated surfactant compet-
itor, indicating low selectivity towards PFAS.

The cation composition of LDH affects the uptake of PFAS as
well. In comparison to an MgeAl -based LDH, ZneAl LDH exhibited
superior adsorption capability (1510 vs 1420 mmol/g) and faster
equilibrium uptake kinetics (1e2 h vs 8h) towards PFOA. These
favourable characteristics can be attributed to the higher surface
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charge, expanded surface area, and possible easier accessibility of
PFOA to the sorption sites because of the slightly larger basal
spacing of ZneAl LDH [56].

Suwannee River NOM in concentrations up to 1 mM had no
significant effect on PFOA removal by ZneAl LDH and CF-LDH,
similar to HA (2e20 mg/L) for YOHCl (a rare-earth-based double
hydroxide). A slight inhibition was observed for MgeAl LDH. This
could be attributed to the hydrophilic nature of LDHs, for which the
adsorption of the NOM by means of hydrophobic interactions is
supposedly negligible [57]. Even though fluorination increased the
overall hydrophobicity of CF-LDH, it also enhanced its selectivity
towards PFAS, which could explain both the high removal in the
presence of NOM and the tolerance towards similar concentrations
of sulphate anions.

On the other hand, carbonate, bicarbonate, and sulphate anions
significantly suppressed the removal efficiency of PFOA in non-
fluorinated LDHs-LRHs [56,57] due to the affinity of such anions
to the materials and subsequent saturation of the ion exchange
sites.

According to the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the
examined LDH and LRH, an overall ~20% weight loss up to ~200 �C
is associated with the loss of adsorbed and crystalline water, and no
significant weight loss is observed up to 100 �C. This suggests the
thermal stability of LDHs at adsorption-operating temperatures.

LDH can be obtained by numerous methods such as co-
precipitation, hydrothermal synthesis, urea hydrolysis (synthesis
of LDH) or pre-existing LDH can be treated, for example via exfo-
liation or ion exchange, to obtain LDH with given characteristics
[180]. Commercially, LDH is normally synthesized to grant a more
specific composition, morphology, and properties. To this end, they
can be obtained from low-cost precursors like metal nitrate salts
[56] or salts of other ions. The metals they are typically interlayered
with, like aluminium, zinc, or magnesium, are quite cheap. For
MgeAl LDH a commercial production cost of 2e3 USD/Kg has been
reported [181]. The studies here reported show the possibility of
greatly enhancing the selectivity of such materials towards PFAS in
environmentally relevant conditions by increasing the fluo-
rophilicity of the sorbent, as confirmed by the efficient removal of a
10-PFAS mixture (C0 PFAS ¼ 10 mg/L each) in lake water (e.g. ~85%
PFBA and GenX removal) by LDH-CF [54].

In general, this type of material showed adsorption capacities
comparable to those of COFs and MOFs and greatly outperformed
traditional adsorbents [56]. For example, YOHCl was able to
remove >97% PFOA in 8 h, while GAC and IRA resin only removed
31% and 68% of PFOA under the same experimental conditions
[57]. LDH are potential commercially- and performance-
competitive alternative PFAS sorbents, but Huo and collabora-
tors recommended further research to elucidate the adsorption
mechanisms of a wider set of PFAS in more environmentally
relevant settings and concentrations, and to improve the design of
LDH-based materials to tackle the competition with other anions
[56]. In addition, there is evidence that using organic solvents to
wash the saturated LDH can affect the physical, chemical, and
structural properties of the LDH [166 and refs. therein] an aspect
that should be deepened for a correct evaluation of the regener-
ability of LDH and LRH.

4. Discussion

4.1. Role of the material modification and properties on PFAS
adsorption

From the information brought out in this review concerning
material properties and enhancement strategies relevant to the
removal of PFAS, it emerged that:
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i) Fluorine contained in the monomer structure and on the
material's surface introduced fluorine-fluorine interactions,
increasing the selectivity towards PFAS. Indeed, different
results are to be expected from structural modification and/
or functionalization carried out with different fluorine-
containing groups on PFAS adsorption. Selectivity achieved
through the introduction of fluorophilic interactions also
allows targeting a broader suite of PFAS including cationic,
non-ionic, and zwitterionic PFAS other than anionic ones
[44]. “Fighting PFAS with PFAS” is therefore a promising way
forward if considering the challenges posed by the
adsorption-based strategies, but it requires careful evalua-
tion to avoid turning the solution into an additional problem,
i.e. into a secondary PFAS source [94]. For example, fluori-
nated polymers were put under aggressive accelerated
degradation conditions (50 �C, pH ¼ 8.7) to test their hy-
drolytic stability, and some of them released fluorinated
oligomers over time [163]. This drawback could be a limita-
tion for their environmental application. As a further remark,
computational simulation can assist the researchers in
selecting the most appropriate fluorinated functionality/
ligand/intercalant to increase affinity towards PFAS while
taking into account/predicting the possible modification of
the material structure and accessibility to sorption sites and,
ultimately, the induced steric hindrance [154,182]. In fact, it
has been shown that an excessive dose of functionality or
excessive crosslinking degree can decrease sorption effi-
ciency since they can block pore entrances and/or alter the
chemical groups already present on the surface of the
modified material [20,36,60]. Competitive adsorption ex-
periments with non-fluorinated PFAS homologues such as 1-
octanesulfonate can help elucidate the selectivity towards
the former in pristine materials vs materials modified at the
surface or structural level via the addition of fluorine.

ii) Electrostatic interactions are pivotal for the uptake of anionic
PFAS (especially short-chain PFAA) and are typically achieved
via the incorporation of aminated and quaternary ammo-
nium groups. This allows to increase the hydrophilicity/
wettability of the adsorbent and the electrostatic in-
teractions between the sorbent and ionic PFAS [21] but in the
case of amine-containing sorbents, it could also increase the
adsorption or ion exchange of co-occurring ions [11,38,164]
according to the pH values [11], upon which depends the
degree of protonation of commonly used aminated func-
tionalities like polyethyleneimine. Instead, the protonation
of quaternary ammonium salts does not depend on pH [93].
Advanced materials functionalized with negatively charged
or neutral groups for the removal of non-ionic and zwitter-
ionic PFAS should be further explored [94].

iii) A change in pore dimensions and in the overall availability of
the binding sites has to be taken into account when modi-
fying the materials, especially micropore- and
ultramicropore-rich materials with pores in the dimensions
of a few Angstrom, i.e. in the range of dimensions of PFAS
[154,183].

iv) Particle size is another crucial factor in PFAS uptake kinetics
for both traditional and alternative/advanced materials
[95,98] since the smaller the granule size, the less important
the role of intraparticle diffusion dynamics. Therefore, when
conducting benchmarking sorption studies, it is important to
select resins and AC that closely match the reference mate-
rial's particle size.

Overall, the development of alternative materials for PFAS
sorption relies on the interplay between electrostatic forces and
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hydrophobic/fluorophilic interactions (to grant high affinity and
selectivity towards PFAS while balancing the increased uptake of
shorter and/or hydrophilic PFAS vs the increased influence of pH
and ionic constituents in the medium) [27,49]. Conversely, by
adjusting the ratio between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
groups a change in the specific surface area, accessibility of active
sites, wettability/dispersion inwater, and in the influence of pH and
co-occurring ions is to be expected.

4.2. Removal efficiency and kinetics of legacy and emerging PFAS

Fig. 2 reports on the Qm vs equilibrium time of ACs, resins, and
alternative materials concerning PFOS, PFOA, PFBA, PFBS, and GenX
(as representatives of legacy long- and short-chain PFAS and
emerging PFAS).

All alternative adsorbents consistently exhibited higher removal
rates for longer-chain PFAS compounds compared to their shorter-
chain counterparts, including materials for which electrostatic
interaction presumably governed the adsorption of some PFAS [56].
This is due to the lower hydrophobicity of short-chain PFAS vs
longer-chain homologues. The same applies to PFSAwith respect to
PFCA of the same alkyl chain length, as the latter shows a lower
adsorption affinity.

Even though some resins and ACs among those reported in
Tables S1 and S2 showed impressive removal performances
[114,118,128,129,165], they generally required <4e196 (ACs) and
<4e168 (IER) hours to reach equilibrium. Among newly proposed
materials, some MNPs-based sorbents (1/19-MF-VT, 2-MNPs@FG,
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Fe3O4@SiO2eNH2&F13, P2-9þ@IONPs), organic frameworks (SCU-8,
NU-1000, PAF-45 and 28%[NH2]-COF, FSQ-1, hollow Cys-COF, b-CD-
COFs, PAF-45), biomaterials (PEI-f-CMC, powdered Moringa oleifera
seeds, RAPIMER), hydrogels (DMPAA-Q, PNIPAm, CD66-0.2E/P) and
clay-based materials (LDH-CF, LDH-CH, HT-NO3, AHT-NO3) only
needed 1e30min. This is particularly valuable when the water flow
to be treated is high (i.e., low adsorbent/contaminant contact time).
With respect to GenX, IRA67 and IRA400 showed the highest
sorption capacity on a mmol/g basis (2780e3220 mmol/g) [165]
except for Chitosan/FeCOF (13260 mmol/g), and PAC and GAC
showed Qe comparable to that of 28%[NH2]-COF, CDP-1, IF-20þ, P2-
9þ@IONPs. However, activated carbons and resins required >48 h
to reach equilibrium, while the other materials required 3e30 min
(240 min in the case of Chitosan/FeCOF).

Several advanced materials were able to remove PFAS in chal-
lenging conditions (i.e. multi-PFAS adsorption in the presence of
other organic constituents). Noticeably, FSQ-1 removed >85% of
each of the 24 PFAS from a mixed solution within 15 min. Cys-COF
nanospheres and ionic fluorogels could also remove >21 PFAS
(including C4 PFAA GenX) at low concentrations within 15 and
30 min, respectively.

Aminated/amidated PEGDA, NU-1000, hollow Cys-COF nano-
spheres, P2-9þ@IONPs, PANI, POT, and IF-20þ showed remarkable
relative sorption of C4 PFAA (with respect to their longer chain
counterparts) than other traditional and innovative materials.

With respect tomaximum sorption capacity and from amaterial
class-wise perspective, organic frameworks stand out, showing
extremely high maximum mol/weight removal. This is attributed
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not only to the regular structure of the organic frameworks but also
(in the case of MOF) to the multiple interactions available for
sorption, which generally increase the affinity towards PFAS [57]. In
contrast, sorption fluctuations of short-chain PFAS were observed
in the initial phase of adsorption kinetic experiments with mate-
rials heavily relying on electrostatic interactions like cationic QNC,
likely due to the weak bonds formed between QNC and short-chain
PFAA that caused noticeable desorption of the contaminants [13].
Despite this, nanocellulose- and lignocellulosic-based materials are
also interesting alternatives given their high Qm and short equi-
librium time coupled with their biodegradability and wide avail-
ability. Some LDH also achieved high adsorption of PFAS and fast
equilibrium kinetics, as the structure of LDHs also offers high
tunability, high surface area, and a wide range of possible
interactions.

Overall, many alternative adsorbents display great potential for
PFAS removal under environmentally challenging conditions. Even
if biomaterials such as functionalized cellulose represent a more
economically and environmentally sustainable alternative than
other materials, theymust be further explored for both the removal
of PFAS substitutes under simulated environmental conditions and
reusability.

Although the discussion of the rate uptake kinetics is beyond the
scope of this review, some authors have highlighted non-negligible
flaws in the use of pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order
kinetic models that favours the latter, such as the use of R2 as the
only or main criterion for the selection of the most appropriate
model, an inadequate number of data points, or the indiscriminate
use of the non-linear and linear form of the models [112,184].

4.3. Comparison between advanced and conventional materials

It is evident that traditional commercial materials and innova-
tive ones comes with different pros and cons. The most valuable
advantages of advanced materials are i) the tunability of pore size
and morphology, as the closest they are to the adsorbate size, the
stronger the adsorption [50], and ii) the extremely fast uptake ki-
netics in low-to-highly concentrated PFAS solutions (Fig. 2). On the
other hand, the competitiveness of bio-based materials relies on
the availability of raw materials and their low cost. A comprehen-
sive analysis of the expenses associated with different (both bio-
based and non-bio-based) adsorbents has been carried out
recently [185]. The analysis considered various factors, among
which raw material costs, operational costs of adsorption, cost
trends, and cost of a gram of adsorbent relative to a gram of
adsorbate removed. It emerged that the cost performance of
numerous bio-adsorbents was relatively lower compared to syn-
thetic or chemical adsorbents.

Compared to the reviewed materials, AC generally resulted less
selective, which can be both an advantage and a disadvantage as
they could remove differently charged PFAS simultaneously, as well
as the plethora of other contaminants they are exposed to. Both AC
and resins are well-known, full-scale tested materials and some of
them showed overall good PFAS removal in the presence of OM, like
the A860 resin by Purolite® [186]. The reusability of alternative
materials also suffers from their higher selectivity. Taking b-CD
polymers as an example, it has been highlighted that the degree of
reusability/desorption of the same material can vary greatly be-
tween different micropollutants [160]. This is relevant when
considering the wide range of pollutants in natural waters and
wastewaters. As such, it would be advisable to consider the
reviewed materials not as alternatives to IER and AC but as com-
plementary sorbents to be used in a treatment train starting from
the less selective (towards PFAS and especially short-chain ones) AC
and then making use of more selective, highly efficient adsorbents
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[95], thus improving the efficacy and the adaptability of removal
strategies [187]. In this view, materials showing a high relative
removal of short-chain PFAS would be particularly attractive, as
activated carbons are expected to efficiently remove long-chain
PFAS, which will breakthrough later than the shorter homologues.

To effectively compare the reviewed materials against AC and
IER, similar experimental conditions and (in the case of porous and/
or powdered materials) similar surface area/granule size would be
required. However, different experimental conditions have been
used in the literature. PFAS concentrations in sorption tests vary
widely (typically 2e3 orders of magnitude). Lower pollutant con-
centrations are associated with a decreased contact rate with the
sorbent and with a lower concentration gradient between the bulk
phase and the material. This, in turn, reduces adsorption capacity
[59]. Moreover, PFAS like PFOS and PFOA can form micelles at mg/L
and/or hemi-micelles at mg/L level [6]. This is known to affect their
removal rate, but opposing results are reported in this regard [113].
Though it is widely described in the literature that such structures
can block pore entrances and limit access to sorption sites, thus
decreasing the adsorption capacity [114] or slowing down
adsorption kinetics [6], some authors linked their formation to an
increased adsorption of PFOA [188] Almost all adsorption tests
were carried out at PFAS concentrations �1 mg/L.

Conducting tests representative of non-contaminated sites
where PFAS occur at ng/L range is a necessary step toward a
comprehensive assessment of the applicability of adsorption ma-
terials for lower concentration scenarios. However, it is acknowl-
edged that achieving such testing conditions may pose challenges
due to the analytical equipment requirements and complexity in
sample preparation. Nevertheless, where similar conditions have
been used, many of the proposed materials outperformed ACs and
IER in terms of removal efficiency and were less sensible to the
presence of NOM. The dosage of adsorbents also varies significantly,
but even a comparison per unit of mass of different adsorbents
would be only partially significant due to the different properties of
the materials and availability of active sites. Moreover, while
increasing the amount of adsorbent would generally result in
greater removal of pollutants, this isn't always true: the newly-
available active sites (occurring at higher dosages) may remain
unsaturated, or might not be accessible due to factors like over-
lapping or aggregation of the material, as observed in studies by
Militao et al. and Qin et al. [3,11].

PFAS tested are often limited to anionic PFAA. PFAS-polluted
hotspots related to production areas or usage of AFFF are more
likely to be contaminated by a wide range of PFAS. Though the
inclusion of the substitutes of the legacy long-chain PFAS in
adsorption studies has significantly increased in recent years, the
removal of short-chain, novel, and emerging PFAS by both con-
ventional and non-conventional sorbents is still overlooked. An
ideal set of analytes should include PFBA, PFBS, PFOA, and PFOS as
well as one-two PFECA/PFESA (which are well-known and sub-
jected to regulations at the national to international level) and
selected cationic, non-ionic, and zwitterionic PFAS detected in the
environment, that should also be tested in mixed solutions. This
would allow a more robust evaluation of adsorbents in terms of
affinity and selectivity towards the most hydrophilic and short
compounds.

4.4. Role of organic matter on PFAS adsorption

As seen, the co-occurrence of OM is mostly associated with the
lower accessibility to pores and to the competition for adsorption
sites. Depending on the type of coexisting organic pollutant and/or
the concentration of OM, the adsorption performance of traditional
vs alternative sorbents can change significantly [46]. HA is often
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used as a surrogate of OM, with typically tested concentrations
ranging from units to a few tens of mg/L, reflecting those usually
found in natural waters [189,190]. However, dissolved organic
matter can be highly heterogeneous [121] and encompasses a wide
range of compounds including complex polymers and macromol-
ecules, as well as (among others) trace organic substances and
pollutants, such as carboxylic acids, pharmaceuticals, and personal
care products, pesticides, etc. other than NOM [191]. This is
particularly important if the tested material is supposed to be used
in wastewater treatment plants, where these components are
present at higher concentrations than in natural waters, like humic
acid (occurring at around 50e100 mg/L) [192]. Some works carried
out a broad evaluation of the influence of organic co-contaminants
such as pharmaceuticals or non-fluorinated surfactants present in
AFFF such as sodium dodecyl sulphate in addition to PFAS and
mixed solutions [50,51,55] that better describe the selectivity of
materials as opposed to the sole use of HA as a proxy for OM.

Many clay-based materials and COFs, besides PANI, DFB-CDP,
TFN-CDP, and all-silica zeolites, were barely affected by the pres-
ence of OM at mg/L level. In comparison, the competition for
adsorption sites and blockage of adsorbent pores of ACs is more
pronounced (see SI part 1 for further information). Given the pre-
dominantly negative charge of ACs at environmental pH, their
interaction of the typically used HA/FA (with negative zeta poten-
tial at circumneutral pH) arises from hydrophobic interactions,
hence the competition with PFAS. The tolerance of IER to the
presence of OM is generally higher than that of ACs as the
adsorption mainly relies on electrostatic interactions.

In general, the interaction of the materials with the OM is a
complex phaenomenon that has been linked to opposed results.

4.5. Recyclability, regenerability, and applicability

Many non-conventional materials could be reused for at least
3e10 regeneration cycles without significantly lowering the
removal rate of analytes and with almost complete desorption of
the adsorbed PFAS, with few exceptions like bifunctionalized
PEGDA, PAF-45, and BT-TDC-COF (COF1) and BT-BDB-COF (COF2).
Concerning substitutes, modified PEGDA, DMPAA-Q, and NU-1000
maintained the initial removal capacity of C4 PFAA and GenX over
5-8 adsorption/desorption cycles. Another ionic fluorogel (“IF-1”)
consistently removed >75% of an 18 mg/L GenX solution over 5
adsorption-desorption cycles [163]. Indeed, the number of
adsorption-desorption cycles performed varied considerably be-
tween publications evaluating the regeneration of adsorbents, and
a comparison is not entirely possible. An appropriate number of
cycles also depends on the mean of regeneration and on the
amenability of the material to solvent washing, which is the most
used regeneration method. For example, a slight morphological
change on an MNP-fluorographene composite material was noted
together with a partial separation of the attached magnetic NPs
[45], although 2-MNPs@FG was able to remove >79% and >83% of
PFOA and PFOS at the 12th desorption-adsorption cycle. Never-
theless, among the most remarkable materials in terms of reus-
ability are cyclodextrin polymers, which can be regenerated over
�5 adsorption/desorption cycles with negligible loss of perfor-
mance for a plethora of micropollutants, including PFAS [157,161].
The removal of 24 and 22 PFAS in mixed solutions only slightly
decreased in regeneration experiments over 3 and 4 cycles with the
covalent organic frameworks FSQ-1 and Cys-COF, respectively.

A MeOH- or MeOH:H2O-based solution added with NaCl rep-
resents the most used regeneration medium, as it weakens the
hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions between the PFAS and
the sorbent material [54,193]. Cl� ions also replace anionic PFAS
such as GenX on quaternary ammonium groups of adsorbents in
25
MeOH solutions, as opposed to aqueous solutions [24]. Desorption
tests have highlighted the partial immobilization of PFAS in the
framework of some materials [194].

Other less-explored regeneration methods include the use of
low-power ultrasound (900 kHz, 15.8 W) to efficiently desorb a
mixture of PFAS to form a surface-functionalized GAC (poly-
DADMAC-GAC) without damaging the adsorbent structure. By
reamending the adsorbent with polyDADMAC (that was partially
removed due to sonication), the adsorption capacity for PFBA only
decreased by 2e4% over four adsorption-desorption rounds [60].
Thermal desorption of PFOA (350 �C) was proven effective for beta-
type zeolites, that were not damaged in the process, although
management of the desorbed PFAS was not discussed further [51].
There are examples of thermoresponsive hydrogels that can desorb
pollutants with hydrophobic moieties in response to the changing
temperature that promotes hydration-dehydration of the gel
structure, i.e. temporarily changing its overall hydrophobicity [167].
Other sustainable, biodegradable alternatives produced from low-
cost and low-impact materials were designed as single-use mate-
rials [10,13]. Another proposed route to improve the cost-efficiency
of AC regeneration has been the exploitation of an advanced
oxidation process or hydrothermal alkaline treatment to desorb
and degrade PFAS [195,196].

The full-scale in-situ and ex-situ application of adsorbent ma-
terials typically requires a packed column; hence, the smaller the
adsorbent particle size, the higher the flow resistance. As for the
hardly applicable powdered materials, solutions are required to
immobilize the particles in support systems. For example, a com-
posite sodium silicate-synthetic zeolite was proposed, although it
did not outperform an unmodified natural zeolite because of the
obstruction of adsorption sites [50]. Such a disadvantage has to be
taken into account and other authors have proposed the use of
larger-sized particles as scaffolds such as SiO2 [23] o r encapsulating
alginate beads [3,5]. These enclosing structures can also facilitate
the simultaneous degradation of PFAS by encapsulated acclimated
bacterial consortia with the adsorption on the structure itself and
the biosorption in the microbes [197]. These larger structures
would be much easier to implement in a packed column of a water
treatment plant. Hydrogels have been used as carriers to immobi-
lize magnetic and non-magnetic nanoparticles, which enhanced
their adsorption capacity and facilitated their recovery (in the case
of micronized gels with high surface area) from the water matrix
[167].

Another important factor to assess the suitability of a material
for water treatment is its cost. Some of the reported materials
showed a competitive weight-based price in comparison to com-
mercial ACs, which have been reported to vary between a few USD/
Kg to 15e22 USD/Kg [198]. Lower costs (roughly 1.5e4 USD/Kg)
were estimated for ACs derived from more sustainable/waste-
derived sources like broiler litter or rice husks [199,200]. Howev-
er, the cost of a material (including the long-used ACs) is hardly
ever estimated, and, therefore, scarcely reported in the peer-
reviewed literature. This further complicates an appropriate eval-
uation of the alternative adsorbents. This evaluation involves
numerous variables, spanning from a country's inflation rate to raw
material expenses, making it a challenging task. Nevertheless, the
scientific community needs to undertake this challenge to boost
the competitiveness of the new materials. Recently, some authors
proposed the “adsorbent cost performance”, a generic metric rep-
resenting the combined cost of production and use of a sorbent to
remove 1 mol of a chemical based on its maximum uptake, per
gram of the sorbent [185]. Such ametric could be applied to provide
a preliminary cost analysis of a given material at the laboratory
scale.
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5. Concluding remarks and future perspectives

As time progresses, increasingly stringent enforceable and
guideline concentration-based thresholds on well-known and
widespread PFAS are being introduced [201], while the number of
PFAS recorded in the environment is remarkably increasing. The
diversity and the intrinsic modifiability of adsorbent materials can
help address the growing array of substances belonging to this
class, but research in this field needs to take into consideration the
following aspects.

� It is unlikely that conventional adsorbents (especially ACs) will
be easily replaced given their wide use, availability, and lowcost.
New materials should, therefore, be tailored to complement
these materials. In this view, new adsorbent materials should be
characterized by i) high PFAS selectivity ii) fast adsorption ki-
netics iii) high adsorption capacity at environmentally chal-
lenging conditions, and iv) environmental/economic
sustainability. On the latter regard, the scientific community
should make an effort in this direction for an easier transition
towards the actual applicability of newly-proposed materials by
broadly estimating their cost.

� Many materials functionalized with both fluorine-containing
and amine-containing moieties showed fast kinetics, high
adsorption efficiency, and selectivity towards PFAS.

� Among bio-based sorbents, nanocellulosic- and
nanolignocellulosic-based materials showed good results. LDHs
also represent widely available clayey materials with great po-
tential for the adsorption of PFAS. Organic frameworks are
advanced materials that showed the most impressive results,
even in challenging experimental conditions.

� Innovative materials should be benchmarked against the widely
applied ones in the same experimental conditions to assess their
potential thoroughly. A few key organic competitors for
adsorption should also be used to address selectivity.

� It is also mandatory to adopt a wider basic set of PFAS molecules
to be tested including new-generation PFAS and short-chain
PFAA. Moreover, there is a need for materials that are able to
remove even non-ionic, zwitterionic and cationic PFAS.

� Adsorption tests should be carried out at both high and low (i.e.,
environmentally relevant) PFAS concentrations as well as in
PFAS-polluted or PFAS-spiked environmental aqueous samples.
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